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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
On March 1, 1875, the capstone ot the IlRadicals u 
effort to achieve "equality under the law~" the Supplem~n-
·tary Civil Rlghts Act, .was signed by President u. S. Grant. 
The idea of a civil rights law supplementing the 1866 Civil 
Rights .law had long been a. wish of the great Massachusetts 
liberal, Senator Charles Sumner. Sumner, speaking in behalf 
of such a law, stated that "I know nothing further to be 
done in the way of legislation for the security of equal 
rights in this Republic."l 
The bill, With some variations, had been presented to 
the Senate five times between May, 1870 and January, l87 lto 
In addition, the bill was introduced several times in. the 
House of Representatives by Sumner's associa.tes.. Failing 
health was the only obstacle in-the way of an even more 
tenacious attack by Sumner. Fear in January, 187411 that his 
bill would fail in the Jud£ciary Committee, as it'had in the 
past, caused Sumner unsuccessfully to resist sending the 
bill to committee. This delay meant that Sumller did not 
live ·~o aee the bill pass the Sana te.. He di ad on Ma.rch 11 
1 . U.S., Congress, gongr~~~al Glob~, 41st Cong.$ 2d 
Sess., 3434, May 13, 18700 
2 
with the bill still in committee. 
Tbe bill, as it passed the Senate tn 187)+, established 
that all persons within the jurisdiction of t~e United 
States were entitled to full and equal enjoyment of certain 
accommodations, advantages, facilities and privileges. 
The'S'e included inns, public conveyances, theaters and other 
places of public amusement, public schools and tax supported 
cemeteries. These provisions were "stlbject to the con-
ditions and limitations established by law, applicable alike 
to citizens of every race and color regardless of any pre-
vious condition of servitude." All persons who denied any 
citizen these rights were subject to civil and criminal 
action. These penal ties were a forfei ture of five hundre.d 
dollars with costs in an action of debt, and upon conviction 
for a misdemeanor a five hundred to one thousand dollar 
fine and/or a prison sentence of thirty days to one year. 
One very interesting point in the bill was two provisos 
included at the end of section two. 
ProvLded, That the party aggrieved shall not 
recover more than one penal~y and when the offense 
is a refusal of buriali the penalty may be recov-
ered by the heirs at law of the person whose body 
was refused burial: And further provided, That all 
persons may elect to sue tor the penalty aforesaid 
or to proceed under their rights at common law and 
by State statute: an~ having so elected to proceed 
in the one mode or the other, their right to proceed 
in the other jurisdiction shall be barred. But this 
proviso shall not apply to criminal proceedings, 
either under this act or the criminal 1aw of any 
State. 2 
3 
The first proviso is r~ther contusing in that it could 
be interpreted as contradicting the bill's earlier reference 
to both civil and criminal penalties being imposed. This 
contusion can be resolved by examining the amnesty and civil 
rights debate of 18720 Senator Frederick Frelinghuysen of 
New Jersey, in attempting to clarify Senator Sumner's bill 
offered a suggestion to the section which read 
That any person violating the foregoing provision, 
or aiding in its violation, or inciting thereto 
shall, tor every such offense, forfeit, and pay the 
sum of $500 to the person aggrieved thereby.) 
Fre11nghuysen stated: 
If a whole congregation or all the passengers of 
a steamboat car violate some of the provisions of 
the foregoing section everyone so aiding in or 
inciting to such violation should not be liable to 
and the party aggrieved be entitled to from each 
one a penalty of $500. I suggest ••• the follow-
ing amendment: 
Provided, That the party aggrieved shall not 
recover more than one penalty •••• 4 
Sumner accepted this amendment and he incorporated it into 
his future civil rights bills. 
The Senate -bill also included a provision which barred 
the use of race, color or previous condition of servitude as 
2U.S. Congress, Congressional Record, 43rd Cong., 1st 
Sess., 3451, April 29, 1874. 
3Qong. Record, 42d Cong., 2d Sess., 435, January 17, 
1872. 
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a qualifying factor in jury seloction and fined any violator 
up to f1ve thousand dollars. 
This bill passed the Senate in 1874 and was sent to 
the House of Representat1ves where it remained stuGk in 
committee until the end of the session. 
The Repub11can party had suffered a setback 1n the 
1874 congressional elections, which may have been partially 
attributable to that' party's position on civil rights. 5 
Many of the congressmen advocating passage of t'he civil 
rights bill, including the b1.11' sHouse s:ponsor Benjamin 
Butler of .'.Massachusetts, were "lame-ducku congressmen. 
Representative Butler, after a great deal of parliamentary 
manuever1ng, presented the committee version of the bill. 
It deleted the references to public schools and cemeteries. 
It also altered the ~rovlsos at'the end of section two. The 
altered provisos stated: 
Provided, That all P?rsons may elect to sue for 
the penalty af.oresaid or prQceed under their rights 
at common law and by State statutes; and having so 
elected to proceed in the one mode or the other, 
their right to proceed in the other jurisdiction 
shall be barred. But this proviso shall not apply 
to criminal proceed1ng,.' ei ther under this act or the 
criminal law of any State: 'And provided further, 
That a judgment for the penalty in favor ot the 
party aggrieved, or a jUdgment upon an indictment, 
shall be a bar to either prosecution respectively.6 
5~ York Times, November 4, 1874. 
6An Act to Protect All Citizens in Their Civil and 
~esel Rights, Statutes at Large;-18, ch. 114, 335 (1875). 
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The difference is that while the Senate bill stated 
"[that} the party aggr~eved shall not recover more than one 
penalty" the House bill st.ated u['chaq a judgment for the 
penalty in favor of the party aggrieved, or a judgment upon 
an indictment, shall be a bar to'either prosecution respeo-
tively.1t The differenoe between the House and Senate 
~ro~1sos is signi~icant. The House proviso se~iou~lY 
weakened the punitive section of the bill. It restricted 
·the relief that the aggrieved could obtain and forced the 
aggrie~ed to choose whether be wanted to follow the civil or 
criminal approach. If the choice was civil, he must then 
choose a jurisdiction, federal (under the Civil Rights Act) 
or state (under state statute or,common law). If the 
aggrieved won his suit he was barred from any further relief 
and if the person chose a criminal action (state, federal or 
both) he 1s barred from a civil action. The penal changes 
in the' :bi.ll therefore are softened as were the other changes 
in the bill (i.e. deletion: at reference to schools and 
, , 
cemeteries) to make it more acc~ptable.to the majority. The 
bill in this somewhat ltwatered ':dolm n form passed both houses 
of Oongress. 
The Senate and Rousots lack of discussion on the pen-
alties that the bill 1mpose~ was probably due to their 
concentration on the other questions about the bill which 
they considered more important.: The inclusion of public 
schools in the 1874 Senate bill was the object of strong 
6 
opposition (including that o~ Republicans such as William 
Stewart of Nevada and Aaron Sargent ~f California). It was 
maintained that this would destroy the common school sys-
tems. When schools were withdrawn from the bill by the 
House, the Senate then argued the wisdom of the "jury 
secti"on. tr The opponents argued once again' that partici-
pation on juries had nothing to do with equality of justice, 
using the exclusion of women and ch1ldren to illustrate 
their point. 
The central issue, however, in all the debates on the 
bill concerned its constitutional~ty. The Republica~~ 
maintained that Congress had the right to legislate against 
discriminatory practices by individuals. They based this 
assertion upon the fifth section of the Fourteenth ~endment 
which states that tithe Congress.'shall,have power to enforce, 
by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this arti-
cle. at? The Democratic p08i ~ion stated by Senator Allen 
Thurman of Ohio was that this clause added nothing to the 
power Congress already held::~8 ,.Several Senators challenged 
Thurman's view that Congres?' power was restricted to pro-
hibitions again~t state action." Probably the clearest 
statement was presented by 'Matt 'Carpenter of Wisconsin: 
7 U.S., Constitutio~, ~men~ment XIV, sec. 5. 
8eong • Record, 43rd Cong., 1st Sess., 4084, May 20, 
1874. 
Was this clause put in here" merely to tie down a 
State by act of Congress or statu~e which was 
already tied down by the Consti tution i,tselfj or 
was it put there to carry out the substantial end to 
act affirmatively ••• 19 . 
He and other Republicans saw it as a positive grant of 
power. 
The'Demo'crats maintained that the Fourteenth Amendment 
only prohibited discriminatory state action and was no bar 
to discriminatory indlvidual action. They also argued that 
there was a clear difference between the rights of United 
States citizenship and the rights of state citizenship. The 
Fourteenth Amendment only stated that "no State shall make 
or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges and 
1mmunities of citizens of the United States. n10 Fundamental 
rights such as civil rights were privileges of state citi-
zenship. They 'cited the Slaughter House Cases as their 
authority tor this assertion. 
The Republicans responded to the Democrats constitu-
tional argument. Senator Frelinghuysen's remarks were 
prqbably the most important -~sin,ce he was the bill's manager. 
He stated that the bill was-constitutional Itunder the Thir-
teenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments considered 
together and in connection 'with the contemporary h1story,tt 
specifically the tlpri vilege·s a~d immuni ties" and "equal 
9I bid., 4085. 
10U.S., Const1tut1~, Amendment XIV, sec. 1. 
protectlon u clauses and "under the general power given 
Oongress to enforce the provisions with appropriate legis-
lat1on. u11 Frelinghuysen also cited the Slaughter House 
Cases to support his case. There is a difference between 
citize~sh1p of the United States and state citizenship, 
Fr&linghuygen< admi tt,ed, but he insisted that ffthey [the 
. Supreme cour~.~old that fre~dom trom [racia~ discrimina-
tion 1s one of the rights of United States citizenship.1t12 
An examination of the Slaughter House Cases show that 
both sides were right to a certain extent. Justice Samuel 
Miller cited Justice Bushrod Washington's opinion in 
CO'rfleld v. Coryell as his pr~cedente13 It stated that the 
privileges and immunities of state citizenship included 
those rights which are fundamental to citizens of all tree 
governments wbich was the Democrats' position. Miller 
however then went on to suggest what constituted the privi-
leges and immunities of United States citiz~nship. These 
included the rights secured, by the Thirteenth and Fifteenth 
Amendments, and the other clause.s of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment (1. e. "nor shall any 'sta te deprive any person of lite, 
liberty or property without·du~ process of law, nor deny to 
any person wi thin 1 ts juri s:dictl'on the equal protection of 
1'" 
.1.U.S., Congress, ,9onS.
o
,Record, 43rd Cong., 1st Sess., 
3451, April 29, 1874. 
l2Ibid. 
13Corf1eld v. Corye'll; 4 Wash. c.c. 371 (1823). 
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i'ta laws") .14 This constituted the portion of the opinion 
whieh the Republicans Ilsed to justify the constitutionality 
ot the bill. 
Though the. Republicans maintained that the Congress 
had the power to punish individual acts, they also believed 
that the' prospective law was directed at discriminatory 
state action. The bill reterred to ttany person" who 
violated the provisions, but the bill's supporters made 
frequent reterences to discriminatory state laws. 
Frelinghuysen stated in his introduction that If[the 'lnjured 
party] could have relief against the party who, under color 
of such [stat~.law is guilty of infr~ng1ng his rights. n15 
Timothy Howe of Wisconsin added that the people meant for 
Congress to have the power.to "snatch from the oppression 
of unequal laws every colored citizen of the United 
States. n16 Oliver Morton of Indiana concurred: 
We cannot arrest or punish a State fer the violation 
ot this amendment [the Fourteenth Amendment', but we 
c~n punish any person who undertakes to violate the 
amendment under the cover of a State law. 17 
These "state laws" were never s'pecified. Numerous reter-
ences ~re however made to· the public nature of these 
14S1aughter House Cases,:16 Wall. (U.S~) 36 (1873). 
l50ong. Reco~, 43rd Cong., 1st Sess., 3454, April 29, 
1874. 
16Ibid ., 4147, May 2~ 1874. 
17Ibid., 358 Appendix, ~3y 21, 1874. 
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accommodations. These private properties were devoted to 
public interest and were regulated by the states in the 
form ot licenses and taxes. This state regulation was 
apparently construed broadly to mean state act (i.e. state 
law) • 
With this'much discussion as to the laws const1tu-
tionallty in the Senate and Rouse it was almost a certainty 
that the law would be tested in the courts. On October 15, 
1883 the Supreme Court ruled the first two sections of the 
Act unconstitutional (leaving however the jury section un-
affected). Justice Joseph Bradley, speaking for the Court 
in this eight to one decision, used many of the arguments 
used by the Democrats in 1874 and 1875. Bradley rejected 
the view that such legislation was possible under the 
Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments. 
It is State action ot a particular character that 
is prohibited [by the Fourteenth Amendmen~. Indi-
vidual invasion ot individual rights is not the 
subject matter of the amendment. • • • I.t does not 
authorize Congress to create a code of municipal 
law for the regulation ot private rights; but to 
provide modes of ;redress against the operation of 
State laws and the action of State officers, execu-
tive or judicial, when ~hese are subversive of the 
fundamental rights specified in the amendm'ent.18 
Bradley went on to state that Congress may adopt correct1ve 
legislation 
for counteracting such laws as the States m~y adopt 
or entorce, and which, by the amendment, they are 
prohibited trom making,or enforcing ••• 3 It 1s not 
18C1v11 Rights case~; 3 S.Ct. 21 (1883). 
neoessary for us to state, it we could, what legis-
lation would be proper for Congress to adopt. 19 
11 
Justice John Ha:I'lan in his famous lone dissent to the 
opinion offered many of the same, arguments as the Republi-
cans in Cong~ess in 1875. Harlan maintained that the 
Fourteenth Amendment did not consist wholly of prohibitions 
upon the States. Congress was granted under t~e Fourteenth 
Amendment a positive power to enforce all the provisions of 
the articles of the amendment ... 20 Harlan oi ted the Supreme 
Court1s decision in Munn v. Illinois to maintain that the 
"public interest doctrine" was a159 applicable in the Civil 
Rights Cases. 
The doctrines ot Munn v. Illinois have never been 
modified by this court, and I am justified, upon 
the authority ot that case, in saying that places 
of ~ub~1c amusement [and inns and common carrier~, 
conducted under the authority of the law, are 
clothed with a public interest, because used in a 
manner to make them of public consequence and to 
affect the community at large. 2l 
The Congressional Act, in Harlan's opinion, was also 
justified by the Thirteenth Amendment: 
. jSuchj d1scrimination is a badge of servitude, t~e 
lmposition ot which Co.a.gress may prevent under its 
power, through appropriate legislation, to enforce 
the thirteenth amendment. ~ •• 22 
Th~ugh Jarlan's dissent today is considered one of the 
19Ibld. , 23. 
20Ibid • , 47. 
21Ibid. , 4-4. 
22Ib1d • 
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great opinions in American Constitutional Law, in 1883 it 
was the majority opinion which received most of the atten-
tion. The Supreme Court's decision was received calmly by 
the American press in general. Though many Republican 
papers thought the decision was unfortunate, they and mos·t 
other papers support~d the Court's decision. The New York 
Evening Po~t observed that the calm with which the decision 
was received showed how the passions of the war had died 
down,. It continued by stating that the fact the Fourteenth 
Amendment was only a prohib1tio~ upon States was evident to 
"every candid-minded man. "23 The Nelf York Times maintained 
that the decision would have little practical effect. The 
question of discrimination could only be resolved by the 
sentiments ot the community. While the decision established 
that any such Ifcivil rights law" could only be the subjeot 
of State legislation, the Times doubted the wisdom of this 
kind of legislation. 24 
While the white press was 'little concerned with the 
deCiSion, the black press and QO,mmuni ty were very concerned. 
T. Thomas For-tune, the tie:rr,. young edi-tor of the New York 
Glo be stated: 
The colored people of the United States feel today 
as if they had been baptiz~d in ice water. From 
r~ine to Florida they are earnestly discussing the 
decision of the Supreme Court declaring the Civil 
23New York Evening PbS~, October 16, 18836 
24New York Times, October 16, 1883. 
" 
Bights law to be unconstitutional. Public meetings 
are being projected far and wide to give expression 
to the common feeling of disappointment and appre-
hension for the future. 25 
13 
Fortune continued by warning that "the Republican party has 
carried the war into Africa, and Africa is accordingly 
s:tirred to· its centre. n26 
From Washington came denunciations from ~uch nation-
ally prominent black Republicans as Frederick Douglass, 
John Mercer Langston and B1an'~he Bruce. The Negro Repuh-
1ican paper, the Cleveland Gazette, accused the Court of 
titoadying to tlJ,e South in establishing the Calhoun theory 
of States' Rights •• 0> ."27; it added that the decision "by 
a Repub~ican Supreme Court does not help the Republican 
, party for '84. ,,28 A contri butor to the paper, John P. 
Greene, who was a black leader in Ohio Republican politics 
stated that til [Greene] sadly tear tha t the men who are in 
control of the Republican party at Washington are just now 
sacrificing principal [s1o/ to m~chine politlcs. n29 ' Even 
the strongly Republican Wasliington Bee, while maintaining 
that the Republican party wa~ not responsible for the 
decision, later stated tha·c· the Republicans "winked at the 
25New York G1ob~, October 20, 1883. 
26Ibid • 
27Cleveland Gazette, October 20, 1883. 
28Ibid • 
,29Ib1d. 
01 vil lights Bill. tt30 The ~ apparently meant that the 
i 
14 
Republtcan :party had never glven the bill the type of sup-
port t~ make it a significant piece of legislation. 
The Civil Rights Cases decision was not the only 
reason or even the principle reason for black dissatis-
tactr'on with the Republican party •. Black grievances had 
been mounting. since Hayes! withdrawal ot federal troops from 
the South in 1877. Lack of protection of the lives and 
ballots of Southern Negroes and the failure to reward 
competent black men with patronage were the main.sources of 
irritation. The black press almost always coupled criticism 
of the Civil Rights Cases decision vdth criticism ~f the 
failure to protect bla~k political rights in the South. 'For 
example Fortune's '''baptism in ice water U editorial cited 
above, which was in the first edition after the announcement 
of the decision, also refers to the Supreme Court decision 
a tew months earlier declaring the flKu Kl ux Klan law" unconsti-
tutional (united States v. Harrio/. uHaving decla·red that 
colored men have no· pro'tection from the government in their 
political rights, the Sup~~me -Court now declares that we 
have no civil rights. . n31-
• • • 
All the black grievan'ce~' combined to form a platform 
on which several black leaders called for independent 
30liaShington ~~, Decemqex 8, 1883. 
31~ew York plobe, October 20, 1883. 
, , 
. , 
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political action by blacks. The degree to which the black 
vot'ers supported this movement is difficult to mea. sure • 
T. Thomas Fortune and W. Calvin Chase, editor of the 
Washington Bee, argued the point in the New York Times 
during Augu.st of 1883. Chase ma.intained that only two 
black papers (the Savannah Echo ~nd the New York Globe) out 
( 
of one hundred and twenty supported the independent move-
ment. 32 
Mr. Fortune of the Glol>e, is an able wri t'er, but his 
influence is limited .to his readers •••• 7TheJ 
negro has not weakened and will not weaken In his 
alliance to the Republican party.33 
Fortune countered in a later issue, accusing Chase of being 
tla violent partisan and chronic office seeker. u34 This 
accusation by Fortune seems to'be justified by the evidence. 
Cbase was a clerk in the War Department and his paper's 
choice for President prior to the national convention was 
Robert Lincoln, Secretary of War. Also, Chase had been a 
very strong Republican part,lsan .UJ.+til the election returns 
showed that Democrat Grover'Cleyeland had won the presidency. 
In the next issue Chase anaounc~d his strong support for 
Cleveland.35 This ev1dence-wouid seem to throw a shadow 
'. 
. . 
ovex Chase's independence of judgment. 
32New York Times, August 12, 1883. 
33Ib1d. 
34Ib1d ., August 14, i883. 
35Wash1ngton Bee, November 22t 18.84. 
-
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Fortune offered evidence to' support hi~ contention 
that Negro political independence was growing. Countering 
Chasels assertion of the black presses' support for the 
Republican party, Fortune stated that the Colored Press 
Association, meeting in St. Louis earlier in 1883, passed a 
strong resolution of non-partisanship.36 The movement of 
the uNa tional Colored Convention n from lvashington, where it 
would supposedly be controlled by Republican partisans, to 
Louisville was seen as a victory for the independents. 37 
The "National Colored Convention" of September, 1883 
(held prior to the decision in the Civil Rights Cases) 
generally ma~ntalned a non-partisan posture.' The Convention 
strongly opposed a resolution of support for President 
Arthur. 38 Also a resolution endorsing the' Republican party 
met with a Ustorm of protests. tt39 Frederick Douglass was 
named Chairman of the Convention. Douglass, who was charac-
terized by Fortune as a "hopeless case of :partisanship,n 
made a strongly independent address to the Convention. 40 
Our business is to organize for our rights and for 
the redress of our wrongs •••• If the Republican 
party cannot stand a demang for justice and fair 
36New York Times, August,14, 1883. 
37Ib1d. 
38Ibid .; September 27, 1883. 
39Ibid • 
40Ibid ., August 14, 1883. 
17 
it ~ught to go down. 4l ' 
When the press carried stories of Douglacls I new ind.epen-
dance, Douglass attempted to back down from his ,speech. tlr 
am independent within the Republican party •••• Tell your 
party your wants, hold the party up to its professions, but 
.. 42 do your utmost to keep it in powerv • • • Though 
Douglass was vacillating, he does show the degree of uncer-
tainty with which the Negroes viewed the Republican party. 
Another strong advocate of independent Negro politics 
was George T. Downing', a flblack mugwump. n Downing had the 
goad fortune to be born free, into a qamfortable family that 
could provide him with a good education, but' no one could 
accuse him of failing to be concerned with his fellow 
blacks. He was an active abolitionist, particularly in the 
underground railroad and in the efforts to oppose the 
Fugitive Slave Law. He was ,also the man holding the hand of 
Charles Sumner at his death. 43 This man, however, believed 
that the Negroes should no~ reconsider the policies of the 
Democratic party to see if they might no~ be more receptive 
to the black interests than· th$ Republicans. The black men 
according to Downing should:' not 'be tied to past loyalties J 
but should act independently to advance their own self 
41Ibid ., September 26, 1883. 
42uDouglass to ])alzell- Latter, It Wheeling Inquirer, 
quoted in Lansing ~e~ubli?ant 'Qctober 17, 1883. 
43New York Freeman, March 7, 1885. 
interest. 
The colored man need not hope ·to have his rights 
respected solely because they should be respected, 
policy will greatly control; independence, manli-
ness and. aggressiveness on his part are needful 
agencies. He who is dreaded will be cared ~or; he 
who is free will be sought. 44 . 
18 
The Negro "independence movement" fell short in 1884 
and apparently the Republican party carried the bulk of the 
Negro votes. Though Negroes were di'sappointed in the 
Republicans 1 policy, they still believed that the party 
represented their best hope. Fortune maintained that lIour' 
faith in the Republican party hangs upon the frailest 
thread. n45 There was still however this thread of hope and 
Fortune too stood for the Republican ticket of James G. 
Blaine and John A. Logan in November. While the blacks 
remained basically in the Republican column, the relation-
ship was becoming noticably shaky. 
The idea that the black man was the ltbalance of power u 
politically in America was a widely held belief in the black 
community. An examination of the statistical data from the 
1880 Census would seem to at least superficially substan-
tiate this assertion. The. nlack vote was apparently very 
important in Connecticut, Indiana, New Jersey and New York. 
Also these votes could have had .important consequences in 
44New York Globe, Februa~y 9, 1884. 
45Ibid., October 20,- 1883. 
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Illinois, Ohio and Pennsylvan1a. 46 These states wbieh were' 
the ones used by the black leaders, were misleading. however 
beoause they imply that all adult black men ware voters. 
Since not all whites were voters it does not seem logical 
that all blacks would be. Also varinus legal ahd illegal 
tactics to restrict the black vote could still have been in 
use in the North. These statistics also do not take into 
account variations from state to state of political involve-
ment. In some states blacks may not have had the leader~ 
ship or organization to make their potential power a reali~. 
There is evidence that some Republicans intended to 
make civil rights a campaign issue in 1884. The Cincinnati 
Commercial Gazette and the Chicago Tribune brought out this 
point, seeing the thrust to be in ·the direction at an 
amendment to the Const1tut1on. 47 The Commercial Gazette 
went on to state the following: 
Some Republicans regret the·[Civ11 Rights Oase~ 
decision ••• others are pleased with the decision 
for the reason that, as they put it, it will infuse 
new life into politics; will awaken some old 
enthusiasm, will make the Republican party once more 
the party of moral ideas; will arouse sentiments, 
and if in a lesser degree, "!"fill ren ve the spiri t of 
the old anti-slavery movement. 48 
46 U.S., Bureau of the Cetnsu~, Tenth Census of th~ 
United States, 1880, 1: Table XX, xxxvii. 
47Chicago Tribune, October 17, 1883; Cincinnati Oom-
ms.rcial Gazette, October 17 f 1883. 
48C1nc1nnati Commercial, Gazette, Octobe+ 17,1883. 
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Neither major party, however, ,made very specific com-
mitments to civil rights in their national platforms in 
1884. The Republicans stated that their party had 
• • • after savin~ the Union, done so much to render 
its {the nation'~ institutions justs equal and 
beneficent, the safeguard of liberty and the embod .. 
iment of the best thought and highest purpose ot our 
oitizens. Lt9 ' 
The 'nemocratic platform emphasized the empty promises of the 
Republicans in the past and stated that 
•• _ we hold that it is the duty of the government 
1n,its' dealing with the people to mete out equal 
and exact justice to all citizens of whatever 
nativity, race, color or persuasion religious or 
political. 50 
Aside from the very unlikely prospects that the Court 
would overrule its 1883 decision, there were three ways of 
possibly insuring the protection of those civil rights 
which had been designated in the 1875 Supplemental Civil 
Rights Act,_ These were a more strenuous usa of the common 
law remedy, a constitutional a~endment or state legislation. 
The path advocated by mO'st conservatives was the 
common law remedy. This common'law remedy applied to accom-
modat1ons in common carriers and inns or hotels. "By the 
common law, innskeepers and, cQ~mon carriers are bound to 
furnish equal facilities to a1:L,' wi thou-t discrimina tion 
49Thomas H. McKee, s,d., 'The National Conventions and 
Platforms of All Political Parties, 1789 to 1900, 3rd ed. 
t Baltimore: Frie~,enwald 09'., ~900 J, p. 210. 
50Ib1d ., p. 204. 
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beca·use public policy requil"es them to do so. n5~ Bouvier's 
Institutes of American Law.stated that 
[common carriers! are obliged to carryall 'passen-
gers who may offer themselves, if they have 
sufficient accommodation. But they may exclude all 
improper persons, or persons who refuse to comply 
with reasonable regulations ••• 52 
Innskeepers were also required to provide equal accommo-
-datlons, reserving the right to make reasonable regul-
ations. 53 The Supreme Court in the Civil Bights Cases 
stated: 
Innskeepers and public carriers, by the [common] 
laws of all states, so far as we are aware, are 
boUnd, to the extent of their facilities, to 
furnish 'proper accommodation to all unobjectionable 
persons who in good faith apply for them. 54 
Justice Harlan in his dissent to the decision in the Oivil 
Rights Cases emphasized this point with three citations. He 
first quoted Redfield on Carrie~ as saying an innkeeper 
"must keep'a house .ot entertainment or lodging for all 
travelers or wayfarers who might ,choose to accept the same, 
being of good character or conduct. H55 Harlan cited Justice 
Story (Story on Bai1m en ts) as s.ta ting: 
51people v .• King, 100·, N. r. 418 (1888). 
52John lbuvier, Institutes of American Law, 2nd ed. 
(Philadelphia: J. P. Lippincott Co., 1882), I, 256. 
53W11liam }~ck, ed. Cornus Juris, (New York: American 
Law Book Co., 1914), xxxrr, 543. 
54civil Rights Cases~ 3 S·. Ct. 31 (1883). 
55Ib1d., 42. 
An innkeeper is bound to take in all travelers 
a;nd wayfaring persons, and to entertain them •••• 
If an innkeeper improperly refuses to receive or 
provide tor a guest, he is liable to be indicted 
therefo'x. • • • They (carriers of passengers) are 
no more at liberty to refuse a passenger, if they 
have ,sufficient room and accommodations, than an 
innkeeper is to refuse suitable room and accommo-
dations to a guest. 56 
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HaTlan then oited Justice Coleridge in the Eng~ish Common 
/' '-. ~-
La. -ease ot Rex v. Ivens. 
The innkeeper is not to select his guests. He 
has no right to say to one, you shall come to my 
1nn, and to another you shall not, as every one 
coming and conducting himself in a proper manner 
has a right to be received; and for this purpose 
innskeepers are a sort of public servants, they 
having in return a kind of privilege of entertain-
ing travelers and supplying them with what they 
Vlant. 57 
The remedy in cases involving both common carriers and 
inns was an action tor damages. 58 The type ot dam~ges that 
could be sought were not fixed by common law. In terms of 
inns or hotels it is stated in Corpus Juris that: 
Some courts hold that a guest wrongfully ejected 
from a hotel may recover damages tor injury to his 
feelings as a result of humiliation but other 
courts hold that there can be no recove~ tor mental 
anguish resulting from the humiliation.59 
A similar situation develop~d in regard to common carriers, 
some courts allowed for exemplary damages or damages awarded 
56 Ibid., 43. 
57Ibid •. 
58Corpus Juris, X, 647. 
59Corpus Juris, XXXII, 544. 
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beyond the actual damages to punish and ~ake an example of 
evil behavior and solace the plaintiff' for mental anguish, 
while others did not. 60 Clearly the common law remedy did 
not always offer the aggrieved much relief. 
The passage of a constitutional amendment was the 
most desirable approach for, the blacks. The pleveland 
Gaz~tte asserted that state civil rights laws would only be 
a partial solution because they could not be passed in the 
South where there was the greatest need tor them. 61 The 
. . 
adoption of a constitutional amendment, however, recelvea no 
strong support trom the White House. President Chester 
Arthur maintained that he would follow Congress and give his 
"~nhesitating approval" to any constitutional guarantee of 
civil rights. 62 There was a Republican initiative in 
Congress. S-enator James Wil'son of Iowa introduced a joint 
resolution proposing an amendment to the Constitution on the 
second day of the session following the Supreme Court's 
dacision. The proposed amendment stated as tollows: 
Oongress shall have pOl-fer, by appropriate legis-
lation, to protect citizens .of the United States in 
the axercise and enjoyment of their rights, p~ivi­
leges, and im~unities, and assure to them the equal 
6DCh1cago, etc. Railroad v. Williams, 55 Ill. 185 
(1870); West Chester Railroad. v. ¥J.les f 55 Fa.~ 209 (1867); 
Goines v. McCandless, 4 Philao·255 (1861). 
61Cleveland Gazette, Octoper 20, 1883. 
62J. D. Richardson, ea., ·Com ilation of the Messa es 
and Papers ot the. PresldeY!..ts , ,ll §9-1 97 1iashington D. c.: 
Government Printing Office, lS9S) , VIII, 188. 
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protection of the laws. 63 
Representatives William Brow'"Il of Pennsylvania, Wl~_liam 
Calkins of Indiana, J. Warren Keifer of Ohio, Edmund Mackey 
ot South Carolina and James O'Hara of North Carolina also 
proposed amendments. 64 In addition, Senator George Edmunds 
of Vermo:p.t introduced a new limited civil rights bi11 in 
.. 
the Senate and two bills by Thomas Ryan of Kan~as and Brown 
we~e introduced in the House. 65 All amendments and bills, 
however, had a quiet death in the respective Judiciary 
Committees. The defeat of the House measures could be 
expected since the Democrats controlled the committee nine 
to six, but the Senate committee had a six to five Repub-
lican majority. The defeat then could not be totally blamed 
on the unregenerated Democracy. 
The other answer to the civil rights problem was state 
leg1s1ationo Though the press gave this answer a position 
ot importance behind the other solutions, it was discussed. 
Probably the most interesting cqmment was made by the New 
York Globe. Uno.er the title "chance for Democrats to make 
63U.S., Congress, Cong. ~ecord, 47th Cong., 2d Sess., 
133, December 12, 1883. 
64Brown in Ibid., 2gB, January 8, 1884; Calkins in 
Ibid., 68, December la, 1883; Keiter in Ibid., 107, December 
11, 1883; Mackey in Ibid." 113, '. December 11, 1883; O' Hara in 
Ibid., 282, January 8, 1884. 
65Edmunds in Ibid., 311,' December 4, 1883; Ryan in 
Ibid., 249, January 7, 1884; Brown in Ibid., 288, January 8, 
1884. 
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gains - why wait for Congress," the Globa made the follow-
1ng statement: 
The Supreme Court has simply decided that the right 
of protecting their citizens within their own 
borders is one of the rights which States reserved 
to themselves, and that consequently the constitu-
tion confers no authority upon Congress to legislate 
on this subject~ This 1s good Democratic doctrine. 
• • • Let the DSmocrats show their devotion to the 
negro b~ promptly paSSing the necessary legis-
lation.56 
The Demoorats had based their opposition to the civil rights 
bill on the grounds that it was an area tor state legis-
lation. The Globe's position was that if the Demoorats were 
sincere in their belief that civil rights were state matters 
they should now support such legislation on a state level or 
be willing to give sound reasons for further opposition. 
The southern states, where the Negro voters were still 
a significant factor, did not respond to the civil rights 
decision with ~tate legislation, but in the North there was 
a significant ,·response. Four states passed laws in 1884 and 
seven more in 1885 (six of these had no sessions in 1884) to 
join the three northern st~tes. (Kansas, Massaohusetts, and 
New York) which already had sta:te civil rights laws,e 
The remainder of this study will be dedicated to an 
examination of these eleven laws. The bills, the legis-
lative debates and. newspaper reaction will be studied in an 
attempt to understand the motivations tor these laws. The 
66 New York Globe, October 27, 1883. 
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eleven sta te's r action will also, hopefully, shed some l1ght 
on two larger questions. Did the legacy of "equality l.W.der 
the law" which marked· the Reconstruction Era cont1nue into 
the 1880's to any signifioant degree? Secondly, what 
1nfluence did black political power have on American poli-
t1cs in the 1880 r s? 
CHAPTER II 
THE DEMOCRATI C RESPOl{SE IN TWO 
DEMOCRAT CONTROLLED STATES 
OHIO 
The first and probably the most interesting state 
civil right law passed after the Supreme Court's decision 
was that of Ohio (1884). The black vote was important in 
Ohio. There were over twenty one thousand black adult males 
in Ohio. The black voting .~ower was not only emphasized by 
the black press, but by the astute Republican politician, 
Joseph B. Foraker. Foraker, late in his career, wrote ill 
his autobiography that tt[tho/ negro vote was so large that 
i-c was not only an important but an essential factor in our 
consideration [of all i'ssueo/."l 
Ohio had been won by the Democratic party in 1883. 
The failure of blacks to give the Republican party its over-
whelming support could have'aided in the Democratic victory. 
George Hoadly, former Free-Soi"ler and law-partner of Salmon 
P. Chase, was the successful candidate ot the Democratic 
party for governor. Hoadly was a mall rtnoted for his friend-
ship tor the colored race. n2 The Republican choice was 
lJoseph B. Foraker s Notes of A Busl Life (Cincinnati: 
Ste'wart and Kidd Co., 1916T0, 177. - III 
2Ibid., p. 176. 
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Joseph B. Foraker. Foraker was attacked as being an enemy 
of the, black people. rhis unpopularity was appar~ntly 
based on two alleged incidents in his past. First, he left 
Ohio Wesleyan University after a black man had been admit-
ted; ?nd secondly, he had served as attorney for an old 
f~end, a school superintendent, charged with a violation ot 
the Civil Rights Act. The New York Globe had rouch to say 
abeut Judge Fora~er. uForaker is very objectionable to 
. colored voters. His course in the civil rights suit at 
Springfield is the ground for this objection. For the small 
sum of 2 t OOO dollars he sold us out.,,3 Later the Glob~ 
stated: 
When the Republicans placed Judge Foraker in 
nomination two years ago they knew full well that he 
was distasteful to the colored voters of Ohio, but 
they though they could treat that vote with con-
tempt. 4 ' 
The gleveland Gazette charged that "Foraker was scratched 
like everything by the colored caters throughout the State. 
His position on all his civil rights cases caused the 
scratching. uS 
In his autobiography, Foraker refuted both charges. 
He denied the firSt charge as completely fallacious and 
maintained on the second that he was just doing his duty as 
3New York Globe., June 13, 1885'. 
4Ibid ., June 27·.~ 1885. 
5Cleveland Gazette, October 20, 1883. 
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an attorney.6 Whether true or not any possible damage was 
already done. 
It is impossible to determine the extent of th~ Negro 
defection·, but the "Foraker issue 11 lihen combined wi th the 
- -
general nation-wide Negro d1ssatist~ction (i.e. lack of 
patronage and rack of protection for political and civil 
rights) would seem to justify the assertion that the Repub-
lican hold on the black man's confidence and vote was 
slipping. At this same time came the decision of the 
Supreme Court in the Civil Rights Cases, which further 
weakened the Republican position.7 
The decision caused much discussion in the Ohio black 
.communi ty. As previously mentioned the Cleveland Gaz;ette 
was bitter in its denunciation of the JlRepublican Suprem.e 
Court. II It maintained the decision would have a very harm-
ful impact in the North as well as in the South and it 
demanded protection of civil rights. 8 Peter H. Olark of the 
Afro-American, a Democratic Negro newspaper, voiced support 
for the decision maintaining "that the question is prac-
t1caJ.ly settled by common law. Clark, however, called a 
meeting on October 22, 1883·- in Cincinnati rThioh was attended 
by about four hundred people to consider the decision. 
6Foraker, Notes, pp. 176-178. 
7.Q.leveland Gazett~, O'ctober 20, 1883. 
8Ibid • 
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Little action was apparently taken. A resolution W&S pro-
posed by Clark declaring confidence in the Constitution and 
the laws ot the country and the sense of justice of Amer-
icans.9 It was not clear, however, from the press if this 
resolution was adopted or rejected. Clark also read the 
New York Civil Rights Act and suggested that "it might b~ 
wel~·for the colored people of this State to memoralize the 
legislature and see that such a law was enacted in Ohio. fllO 
In addition to this Cincinnati meeting other protest 
meetings were beld in Columbus, Cleveland and Youngstown.11 
Though there was some division among black Ohioans over the 
Supreme Courtrs decision, there was general agreement that 
civil rights needed some additional protection. 
The Civil Rights Cases' generated a great deal of 
comment of a partlsan nature in the whi te press,. The Demo-
cratic position as represented by the Cleveland Plain Dealer 
and the Cincinnati Enquirer liaS to strongly support the 
decision and oppose ~ in general, all ci vi1 righ"GS legis-
lation but still try to use the-decision to separate the 
black vote from the Republi.9ari. party" The Cleveland Plain' 
Dealer, though 1t confused the 1875 Supplementary Civil 
Rights Act with the 1866 Act, did an excellent job of sup-
porting the Supreme Court's decisio~ and also maintaining 
9Cincinnati Commercial Gazett~, October 23, 1883. 
lOIbid. 
11Cleveland Gazette, Octoper 27, 1883. 
tbeir alleged concern to the ci-vi1 rights of blacks. 
The de~ision is mo e against the Republican party 
than it is against t e colored race. It is that 
the Republicans viol ted the Constitution o! the 
United ,States in a p2ece ot legislation relating to 
that race. There 2re ways in which the rights ot 
the colored people could be secured within consti-
tutional limitations, but the imperious Republican 
party considered itself absolved from all irksome 
obligations of that kind. If those rights are lett 
in ,any way insecure all that is to be done tiS for 
-tse states to enact laws agreeable to the spirit of 
the discredited law. l2 
The Plain Dealer later however asserted that it dld not 
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believe that there was a need for a civil +ights law in 
Ohlo~13 The Cincinnati Enguirer strongly indorsed the 
Supreme Court's decision and Was very harsh in its opinion 
of civil rights legislation. 
[Th~ unconstitutionality and absurdity of the 
l'egislation of Congress on the delicate question "t\l'as 
demonstrated so clearly that [people] will no tv' 
wonder how such a law could have been placed on the 
statute books.14 
The paper also opposed State action to enact a law similar 
to the tlsilly and wicked" Federal lavT. Any such legislation 
would be contrary to the lIimmutab<le lali'S of nature. u15 It 
li2.S apparently this paper's position that the f11aws of 
nature n forbad white :people '<to come in contact with the 
u1nferi or race" n !h;e En.9",uiper also'J hOliever , attempted to 
la.Qlevela:!1d Plai~l Dea1f'r, October 18, 1883. 
131 hid., Octo.ber 20, "1883. 
14.9.i!lc,innati Enquire:r:, October 16, 1683. 
15Ib1d. 
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show the Republican party~s disrespect for' the Negro. 
A Republican Supreme Court says that a colored 
man 1sn 1t good enough to eat at the first table, or 
occupy a first cl~ss seat in a railroad car or 
theater, although he pays for it. S~ill the colored 
man will be e4pected to vote the Republican ticket. 
But. nll he?16 
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The Republican newspapers answered the Democrats. in 
kind. The Canton Repositorl denounced the Enquirer for its 
I 
comments, stating tha~ the Supreme Court had ruled the law 
only Ittechnically unconstitutional lt and that the Republican 
press and party had no~ indorsed t~e decision. The Repub-
lican party had not' deserted the Negro nor had the Negro 
lost any rights. l ? The paper then jabbed the Democrats. 
But here is a chance for the Demo'cratic party to 
distinguish itself. If it considers the happiness 
of the colored man impaired by the lack of a Civil 
Rights Act, let its legislature enact ~one f'or the 
State of Ohio which will stand the .test. Will they 
do it?18 
The Cinci~nati Commercial Gazet~, the Akron Beacon Journal 
and the Ohio State Journal echoed the sentiment that if the 
Democrats were really concerned for the blacks they should 
pass the needed legislation.19 The Ohio State Journal 
emphasized the Democrats pas~ record such as supporting the 
Dred Scott deCision and maintained that Democratic concern 
16Ibid .,.October 11, 1883. 
17Canton Repositotl, October 19, 1883. 
lB1bid• 
19Cincinnati Commerci~l Gazetta, October 17, 1883; 
Akron Beacon Journal, octob~r-19, 1883; Ohio State Journal, 
Odtober 1'7, '1883. 
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over the consequences of the Civ1l Bights Cases was insin-
cere. 20 The Journa~ even suggested that the Democrats were 
pleased with the Court's decis1on. 
The overthrow of the civil rights act com~s along 
in good season to help exhilarate the jollifying 
Democracy. Notbing rejuvenates an old moss-back 
like the assurance that he aan wallop a "nigger" if 
h,e liant'S to'. 21 
Th~ white Republican press' position gend~ally on the 
decision was that it was unfortunate. The Cincinnati Com-
. mercial Gazette stated that 
••• it can not be regarded other than unfertunate 
that the Court'has taken this view of the law, 
since it reopens a contention in which prejudice 
and pas'sions, which were rapidly disappearing, will 
again playa conspicuous, if not dangerous part. 22 
The Canton Repository said virtually the same thing the fol-
l.owing day.~3 The Ohio State Journal and the Akron Beacon 
Journaf also expressed disappointment. 24 
The papers however maintained that the Civil Rights 
Act had proved to be of little real value. They suggested 
that equal rights were now' accepted by the general public. 
The Cincinnati Commercial Gazette stated that the "decision 
was not unexpected.,,25 
200hio State Journal;·· October 18, 1883. 
21 ' Ibid., Octo ber 17,· 1883. 
2~Cincinnatl Commercial Gazette, October 16, 1883. 
23Canton ReBository, Oct?ber 18, 1883. 
240hio State Journai j October 18, 1883. Akron Beacon 
Journa!, October 18, IBE37 
25C1nc1nnatl Commercial Gazette, October 16, 1883. 
There had been so much doubt as to the ultimate 
decision on the constitutionality of the act that 
there has been no disposition on the part of 
colored men to enforce the law, except against one 
or two restaurant keepers. 26 
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It emphasized as did the Canton Reposltorl and the Dayton 
Journal that the nullification ot the law did not effect 
any legal rights. 27 tiThe Civil R1ghts Bill merely provided 
for the enforcement of penalties for rights already 
eXisting under common law. n28 The Dayton Journal added 
that the black is deprived of nothing but the right to 
summarily and criminally proceed which was granted under 
the Civil Rights Aot. 29 The civil remedy at common law was 
unaffected by the decision. 
Apparently civil rights had never been much of an 
issue in the courts of Ohio. A perusal of available State 
and federal cases show few that involved the question of 
civil rights. In a 1859 case, State v. Kimber, the Ohio 
Supreme Court upheld the oommon law rule that a conductor 
had no right to eject a Negro passenger from a street car 
because of her color if she did not refuse to pay.30 In a 
26Ib1d • 
27 Cinoinnati Commercial Gazette, Cc'cober 17, 1883; 
Canton Renosltory, October'19, 1883; Dayton Journal, Octo-
ber 18, 1983. 
28c1nclnnati Commercial Gazette, October 17, 1883. 
29nayton Journal, October 18, 1883. 
30State v. Kimber, 3 Ohio D. 197 (1859). 
1882 federal case, Gray v. Cincinnati Southern Railroad, 
damages were received because of the failure 'to provide 
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, equal accommodations. 31 It was declared in two school 
cases, State v. McCann (1871) and State v. Cincinnati Board 
of Education (1873) that the privileges and immunities of 
the Fourteenth Amendment did not prevent sending black 
eh11aren out of their district to separate schools or 
forcing children to walk four miles, -passing whi te schocols, 
to a black school. 32 In a federal case, United States v. 
Buntin (1882), it was ruled that it the black school was 
unreasonably remote the schools were unequal and in con-
flict with the Fourteenth Amendment. 33 This was the extent 
of the cases. 
The Cincinnati Commercial Gazette offered the state-
ment by United States Attorney Canning Richards, which 
contradicts the above information, that only one case, and 
that resulting in an acquittal, was tried under the Civil 
Rights Act. tlSevera1 parties have been arraigned before the 
U!ni ted} S(tate;J Commissi'~ner, but they were discharged. 1134 
Though civil rights h~d npt been much of a court issue 
31Gray v. Cincinnati Southern Railroad, 11 Fede 685 
(1882) • 
32State v. McCann, 21 Oh. St. 198 (1871); State v. 
C1ncinnati Board ot Education, 7 Oh. Dec. 129 (1873). 
33Un1ted States v. Buntin, 10 Fed. 730 (1882). 
34Cincinnati Commercial Gazette, October 11, 1883. 
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in the past, it was apparent as the legislature convened in 
January, 1884 that it had become a pglltical issue. Both 
the ret1ring Republican Governor Charles Foster, and the 
new Governor, George Hoadly, spoke on the civil rights 
question. 
GoV&r.nBf Foster- stated that the Supreme Court deoi-
sian had- "caused a profound feeling of regret and alarm 
among that class of our fellow-citizens whom the law was 
especially designed to proteot, as well as wi th· all go-od 
citizens •••• 1t35 He continued by stating that the-
Negroes' civil rights were continually being "openly, 
grossly and shamelessly refused •••• ,,36 In what could be 
termed a characteristically "Republican response," his 
pr1mary solution to the problem was national action (i.e. 
a constitutional amendment). He also, however, called for 
the prompt passage of a state civil rights law. 37 
Hpadly's comments in his inaugural address also 
seemed to be characteristic of his party. He maintained 
that since the passage o~ the Fourteent~ Amendment to the 
Constitution the races had liv~d together in harmony. No 
legislation was needed since adequate protection was 
provided by the Federal Constitution and the common law of 
35nGovernor Charles Foster' s l~essage to the Legis-
lature," Cincinnati Commercial Gazette, January 8, 1884. 
36Ib1~. 
37Ib1d • 
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Ohio. The Supra"me Court's decision received his strong 
endorsement. Civil rights was and always should be a state 
matter. The question of whether a civil rights law would 
be ap~ropriate'for Ohio was lef~ by the Governor tor the 
legislature. 
It may become necessary for Ohio to ·act Ion civil 
( rights legislation} & •• It 1s for you [the legis-latur~ therefore, to consider whether there is 
danger in this direction [discrlmlnatio~ to any 
ci ti z en of or so j ourning in Ohi 0, and if there b.e, 
to provide, in advance, for prompt and severe 
punishment. 38 
Hoadly was suggesting that his party's opposition on the 
federal law was based solely on a sincere dedication to the 
principle that states-rights must be maintained to preserve 
American liberty. Since the Supreme Court had agreed with 
the Democratic position, the state must exert its respon-
slbility and power to insure the protection of all citizens 
tram intringments on their rights. 
The Governor's remarks on civil rights were a major 
portion ot his address and according to the Cincinnati 
Engulrer, they received the loudest demonstration. 39 The 
Governor's position was vi~!ed .by those newspapers that 
expressed an opinion as being pro-civil rights. The ~ 
York Globe applauded the Governor. "Gove rnor Hoadly . . . 
in referring to the civil rights question, used language 
38 II Ge orge Hoadly' s Inaugural Addre s s," Oi ncinna ti 
Commercial Gazette, January 15, 1884. 
39Ibid. 
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which woul~ have fi tted well the mou.th of the immortal 
Sumner.'~O Two Ohio Republi~an newspapers, the Clevel§nd 
Gaze;tt'e and the Dalton Journal, sugge sted that Hoadly' s 
posi tion was too enlightened to be supp,orted by t'he Demo-
cratic legislators. Th~ GazettE1, stated It[it} is too bad 
that- the part of his [Hoadly's} inaugural address, touching 
civil ri~ts did not suit the Ohio Democracy in Congress. tl41 
The Journal added: "There seems to be nothing in it [the 
inaugural addres~ to encourage the boys to come in and 
keep their toes warm. n42 
~h~ugh the newspapers' accounts ot the legislators 
,response to Hoadly's message presents some contradictions, 
it does serve to demonstrate that civil rights was a 
significant issue. One way to eval-q,ate the degree of the 
legislator's commitment to this issue would be by examining 
proposed legislation. 
The first civil rights bill was introduced on January 
7 by Republican Senator George Ely. The Cincinnati Enquirer 
stated that this was the Republican caucus civil right 
bill.43 The bill introduced by Ely resembled the 1866 fed-
eral Civil Rights Act which was'still in force. It would 
have given to all people the same righ-t to make and enforce 
40 New York Glob~f Februa~y 2, 1884. 
41 . ' Cleveland Gazette, January 26, 1884. 
42Dayton Jo~rnalf January 18, 1884. 
4 . 
3C1nc1nnat,t Enquirer f January 8, 1'8'84. 
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contraots, to sue, be parties, give evidence, and enjoy the 
equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for the security 
of ~erson and property.44 This proposed bill was obviously 
no·t an attempt to pass legislation simila.r to the 1875 
Oivil Rights Act. The bill's supporters may have intro-
duced such mild legislation because they were uncertain of 
the Constitutionality of a bill similar to the t1875 Act or 
they may have been reflecting the practical belier that 
stronger legislation could not pass the Ohio legis~ature. 
The bill, however, was quickly buried in the Committee of 
th'e Judiciary. 
On January 8, Republican Representative William 
Matthews introduced a civil rights bill into the House of 
Representatives. 45 The Cleveland Gazett! reported on the 
debate on the Matthews' bill. Matthews stated that the 
bill was requested by the colored people's state convention 
which had been held in December. 
He also claimed that such" a bill was necessary in 
view of the tact that a Civil Rights Bill had been 
declared unconstitutional, ,and that privileges and 
rights of our colored .'citizens were flagrantly 
abused. 46 '" ,'.' 
Matthews reemphasized, as dtd Governor Foster in his message 
440hiOt Senate Bill-No. ",1, Sixty-Sixth General Assembly, 
State of Ohio Legislative Reference Bureau. 
450hio~ Journal of the ~9use of Representatives of 
the State of Ohio, Vol. 14XXX '(Oolumbus: G. J. Brand'Co.,' 
1884), January 8, 1884, p. 17., 
46Cleveland Gaze·tte, January 12, 1884. 
-
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the Republican ideological commitment to racial justice. 
He also showed, through his statement, that the Negroes 
were still able to exert an influence on Republican party 
policies. 
The Democratic party, at least through the eyes of 
the Republi-can Cleveland Gazette, was not as responsi va to 
the{ 'interests of the black communi ty. The Gazette stated 
- that the Democrats! position was that the bill 'Was "mere 
buncombe. u47 The Democrats argued that the Negro already. 
- -
had the same civil rights as the white man and that ihis 
bill would give the Negro a special right not granted 
whites. Though there was united opposition to the bill, 
according to the Gazette, by the Democracy of the House, 
they did not care to go on record for or against it. 
Every Democratic member was opposed to the bill 
and spoke against it, but when forced to place 
themselves on record some voted for its reception 
only to allow it to go to a committee where it will 
die. 48 
The Gazette was correct on this point: The Matthews' Civil 
Rights Bill died in committee. 
On January 15, howeve~, another civil rights bill was 
1ntroduced.49 It wa~ introduced into the Senate by Demo-
era ti c Sena tor vTilliam Crowell, Chairman of the Judiciary 
47Ibid • 
48Ibid • 
490hio , Journal of the Senate of the state of Ohio 
(1881~), 80: 28=;" January-i5,_ 18"84. 
" 
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Committee. An examination of this 'civil rights bill shows 
that it was modeled after the federal act, and contained 
the same list of protected rights. Though it closely 
resembled the federal bill, there were some very signifi-
cant differences. First, the second proviso in the federal 
act which stated that Ira judgment for the penalty in favor 
.. 
of the party aggrieved, or a judgment upon an indictment, 
shall be a bar to either prosecution respectively" was 
amended. 50 The Crowell version read "that a judgment in 
favor of the party aggrieved, or punishment upon an indict-
, . 
mant, shall be a bar to either prosectuion respectively. It 51 
In this respect, the Crow'ell bill is more liberal than the 
federal bill, because civil action is barred only if a 
conviction under a criminal action is obtained. If the 
defendant is found innocent then he is subject to possible 
civil suit. While the Crowell bill was more liberal than 
the federal law in respect to the proviso it was much more 
restrictive in the penalties that it imposed. The original 
Crowell bill established a maximum tine of five hundred 
dollars and/or a minimum thirty day jail sentence, while 
the federal act established a minimum five hundred dollar 
and a maximum one thousand dollar fine and/or thirty days 
50u. S., An act to protec.t all oi tizens in their c1 viI 
and legal rights, Statutes at Large, XVIII, ch. 114, p. 335. 
510hio, Senate Bill ,No. 12 (Crowell Bill), Sixty-sixth 
General Assembly, State ot Ohio Legislative Reference 
Bureau. 
to one year imprisonment. Also the five thousand dollar 
fine in the federal acts' "jury section" was reduced in 
Ohio to five hundred dollars. 52 
42 
When the Crowell bill emerged from the Judiciary Com-
mittee on January 30 it was seriously amended. Aside from 
Bome minor changes in wording, the amended bill fUrther 
reduced the penalties the bill imposed. The term of im~ 
prisonment was changed from a minimum of th1rty days to a 
maximum of thirty days. It also dropped the maXimum fine 
and forfeiture from five hundred to one hundred dollars. 53 
The Senate passed the Crowell bill by a vote of thi~ 
to one on January 31. 54 Twenty ot the twenty-two Senate 
Democrats supported the bill, while an equal percentage of 
Sana te Repu bl! cans (ten of eleven.) supported the bill. 
The C1ncinnati Com~~rcial Gazette was the only paper 
to g1ve the deLate any significant coverage. Senator 
O'Ne1l, a Democrat and the only man to vote against the 
bill, expressed whGit was a common objection. "The Senator 
thought that the colored. man would fare better when he 
stood out a~ong the people without the crutches of spec1al 
leg1slation.,,55 Two other Senators vo1ced slmilar 
52I bld. 
530hio , Journal at 'the ,Senate, 95, January 30, 1884. 
511o Ib1d., 100, January 31, 1884. 
55Cincinnati Commercial_Gazette, February 1, 1884. 
op~osition, but maintained that they would vote for this 
"special legislation." 
Mr.'Williams (D.) fbemocra~ favored- the passage 
of the bill simply because both partIes were exceed-
ingly anxious to do a service for the colored man, 
which will do him no practical good,butwhlch will 
aid them in securing the colo~ed vote. He admitted 
that he stood there himself o 5b 
43 
Dr. Lewis [Democra~7 was opposed to class legl~lation, but 
would vote for the bill in order that this trouble might 
pass away and cease to bother' them in legislation. 57 Mr. 
Oren [Republica~ wanted the colored people to know that 
Senator Williams and the Democrats favored the bill for the 
simple reason that they exp'ected to catch colored votes. u5B 
This unbelievably blatant language by some Democrats seems 
to be rather poor politics in that it antagonized those who 
were apparently being wooed. This language probably did 
not please the Democratic leadership. This leadership did 
not, however, produce any other significant argument (or at 
least the Commercial Gazette chose not to print any such 
argument) to refute those Democrats. Democrat O'Neil asked 
Crowell why the Democratic party~had not shown interest in 
the colored people and in.this kind of legislation before 
the nullification of the Federal Civil Rights Act?59 
56Ibid • 
57 Ibid. 
58Ibid • 
59Ib1d. 
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Crowell's answer, as cited in the Commercial Gazette, was 
evasive. nItr. Crowell answered by asking why a Democratic 
State Supreme Court had decided that a man who had more 
white blood than black could vote in this state. n60 I 
assume that this was meant to show a lineage of Democratic 
concern for the blacks, which was an extremely weak answer 
to O'Neilfs query. 
The bill was introduced in the House o.n February 5. 
A group of Democrats were defeated, twenty-one to seventy-
three, in an effort to return the bill to committee. 6l 
The main Republican effort in the House was centered 
on trying to expand the coverage of the bill to include 
eating houses and .restaurant~. A united Republican vote 
with the help of six Democrat~ passed this amendment, 
forty-seven to forty-six. 62 The pommercial Gazette stated 
that tithe Democrats were dumb-founded when the vote was 
announced. ,,63 The Democrats, however, were able to get the 
amendment reconsidered. The disobedient Democrats were 
whipped into line and on a second vote the amendment was 
defeated by a straight party vote (thirty-seven to t1fty-
two). Wi th this amendment .out of the way the bill passed 
60Ibid• 
610hio , Journal of the House, 155, February 5, 1884. 
62 Ibid., p. 156. 
6391ncinnati Commercial Gazette, February 6, 1884. 
64 
unanimously. 
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Since the Democrats labeled the Matthews' civil 
rights bill ffbuncombe rt but supported the Crowell bill, a 
comparison of the two bills would seem to be in order to 
determine what was acceptable to the Democrats and what was 
not aeceptable • 
. 
The first point of differ-ence was in the title. The 
MatthevTs t bill was titled tlA bill to define and secure 
civil rights," while Crowell's'bill was titled "A bill to 
protect all citizens in their civil and legal rights. 11 
While the Crowell bill protected only citizens, the 
Matthews bill protected the rights of naIl persons. n65 The 
Crowell bill was thusly more restrictive as to whom was 
protected under the bill. The 9incinnati Commercial 
Gazette recognized and was critical of this feature of the 
Crowell bill, stating that it would not "protect colored 
travelers from other States."66 
The other major differences were in the second (penal) 
sections. The Matthews bill established a fine of from one 
hundred to five hundred dollars and up to three months 
imprisonment (at the discretion of the court) for a crim-
inal conviction, while the Crowell bill established a 
640hio , Journal of the House, 158, February 5, 1884. 
650hio, Senate Bill No. 12 (Crowell Bill); House Bill 
No. 10 (Matthews Bill); Sixty-Sixth General Assembly, State 
of Ohio, Legislative Ref~rence Bureau. 
66C1ncinnati Commerc.ial Gazette, February 6, 1884. 
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maximum penalty of one hundred dollars and/or up to one 
month imprisonment. In terms of civil damages the Matthews 
b1ll maintained that the aggrieved could pursue a civil 
action and was entitled to compensatory ,and exemplary dam-
ages (a point not claritied'by common law). The Crowell 
bill limited forfeiture to a maximum of one hundred dollars. 
Thi.ff prevented the aggrieved from obtaining the significant 
relief that at least was theoretically possible if a civil 
suit was initiated. Also, as previously mentioned, the 
Crowell bill prohibited both criminal and civil penalties 
from being imposed. 67 While both bills were modeled in 
form after the 1875 Federal Act, both were weak in compar-
1son to the civil and criminal penalti~s imposed by that 
aot. Both bills, but particularly the Matthews bill, were 
more liberal than the federal law in its scope (application 
to civil and criminal action). 
The Crowell bill added a jury sec.tlon which was sim-
ilar, except for a lower penalty, to the jury section of the 
federal law. 68 Since t~e jury section had not been ruled 
unconstitutional and since the Republicans preferred federal 
action it is logical that the .:f.1..atthews bill would omit 'this 
section. Inclusion of the section by the Democrats was 
probably due to a feeling that regulation of juries was a 
670hio , Senate Bill No. 12 (Crowell Bill) ; House'Bill 
No. 6 (~Iatthews Bill). 
680h10 , Senate Bill No. 12 ( Cro1iell Bill) • 
,t * 
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state responsibility. 
In conclusion, the Yatthews bill dittered from the 
Crowell bill principally in that it was a stronger bill. 
While the Republicans seemed-solidly committed to civil 
rights, most Democrats demonstrated that they would support 
civil rights only if their party received credit and it the 
bill was weak in the penalties it imposed. Except for the 
references to the subject by Governor Hoadly in his inaug-
ural, there is little evidence, other than political, to 
explain the Democrats' support of the bill. Nothing was 
reported from the debate to show any ideological motivation. 
Democratic reluctance to debate the civil rights issue was 
apparent when the House Democrats cut off any debate by 
demanding the previous Question. 69 
The partisan interest in the bill can also be seen in 
examination of the press reaction. The Democratic press 
maintained that the bill showed who were the true friends 
of the Negro. The Cincinnati Enquirer, apparently changing 
its view on the wisdom of such legislation, reported that 
the legislature had practically reenacted the federal law 
and downgraded the almost crippling changes in the criminal 
-section. uThis bill is the saroe [as the federal law] except 
in a few minor details in regard to pena1ties. u70 The 
690hio, Journal of the House, 157, February 5, 1881t. _ 
70Cincinnati Enquirer, February 1, 1884. 
Cleveland Plain Dealer resorted to outright falsehood in 
order to emphasize the Democratic legisl~tors' effort to 
the Negro the c1vil rights denied them by the Republican 
Supreme Court. 
The extraordinary spectacle was witnessed in the 
Ohio legislature yesterday of the Republican mem-
bers. speaking and voting against the bill ~ranting 
civil rights to colored people •••• [Th~ colored 
voters of Ohio will reflect that acts are more than 
empty word·s and that in the State ot Ohio they are 
acoorded equal civil rights by a Democratic law, 
introduced by a Democrat in a Democratic legis-
lature and made a law by Democratic votes in the 
face of Republican opposition.7l 
A similar statement was made the following day. 
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The Afro-American, edited by the Negro Democrat Peter 
H. Clark, tried to stress the Democrats concern for the 
black community. 
At the invitation of Senator Crowell, Peter H. 
Clark went to Columbus last Wednesday and addressed 
the caucus for the purpose of influencing the pas-
sage of the [civil right~ bill. Since the Repub-
licans failed when they had the opportunity to 
protect the colored manls rights we are happy the 
Democracy of Ohio thus rebuked them by adoption of 
the civil rights bill.72 
The Republican press was very contemptuo~s of the 
Democrats' bill. The Ohio .State Journal rid1culed Clark's 
appearance before the caucus. . 
One feature of the side-show was Senator Crowell's 
introduction of Peter H. Clark, the white washer of 
Cincinnati to argue civil rights into the caucus. 
7lCleveland Plain Dealer, February 7, 1884 •. 
72Afro-American; quoted in Washington Bee, February 
16, 1884:" ~ -
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He had been in the guiding strings here all day.73 
~he Canton Repository blasted the Clevel~nd Plai~ Dealer's 
acausat10ns ot Republican opposit1on to the bill: 
The quintessence of miserable meanness was made 
manifest in the Democratic effort to charge Repub-
licans vath opposing the civil rights law •••• 
The effort of Republican members was to amend and 
correct shortcomings. After it was found that 
nothing better could be secured of a Democratic 
house the bill was passed. The Republican legis-
lators voting tor it as the best thlng obtainable 
from the present leg1slature.74 
The Cincinnati Oommercial Gazette added that "[the] law is 
a political dodge, and nothing else, but it is the best that 
can be wrung out at this Democratic LegiSlature."7~ The 
Commercial Gazette continued the Republican attack upon the 
con~iliatory Negroes such as Clark. 
Tpis b1l1 will not be at all satisfactory to the 
colored people, with.the exception of men like Peter 
H. Olark, who, tor the sake of office, are trying to 
secure the colored vote tor the Democratic party.76 
The passage at the bill was not the end of the civil 
..;; 
rights question in the legislature. Representative George 
Love, who had introduced the amendment to include eating 
houses and ,restaurants, reintroduced his amendment as a 
separate bill. in the House on Febru'ary 18. It was referred 
to the Committee on ~~nufactures and Commerce where it was 
730hio State Journal, January 31, 1884. 
74~anton Repository, Fe~ruary 8, 1884. 
7501ncinnati Commercial. Gazette, February 6, 1884. 
76Ibid • 
'.' .J.-" ~ J I 
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bur1ed. 77 The bill was again 'reintroduced on Maroh 7 by 
Love and introduced into the Senate by Republican John 
Evans.78 Both bills also died in committee. On March la, 
Crowell introduced a bill amending his original bill.79 
The amendment was almost identical to Love's bill. The' 
only ohanges being the inclusion of barber shops to the 
-. 
enumeration (saloons were also initially included but were 
deleted in committee) and the exclusion of the reterence to 
"race and color. u80 Orowell's amendment passed the Senate 
eighteen to five (tour Democrats and one Republican in 
OPPos1tion).8l It then passed the House unanimously.82 
In February the Democratic leadership had used strong 
party discipline to defeat the Republican sponsored amend-
ment, but sUpported a similar amendment when proposed by a 
\ Democrat in March. The only, possible explanation would be 
that either the Democrats hoped to s~lence the Republicans 
-'--
. (who seemed quite determined on this point) and reap addi-
tional political advantage by passing the amendment 
77 0hio , Journal of' the House, 251, February 18, 1884. 
78 -Ibid., 478, March 7, 1884. Cleveland Gazette, 
March 15, 1884. 
790hio , journal of the Senate, _.422, lI~rch 10, 1884. 
BOOhio , Senate Bill'No. 154, Sixty-Sixth General 
Assembly, State of Ohio Legislative Reference Bureau. 
B1 0hio , Journal ot the Senate, 475, March 25, 1884. 
820hio , Journal of the House, 631, March 25, 1884. 
themselves, or black pressure had forced this change in 
attitude, or both. 
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One commentator, Valeria Weaver, maintained that it 
was a response to specific problems created by the inade-
quaoy of the 'origlnal bill. 
Almost immediately the inefficacy of the general 
terms of the bill and the practical sentiments of 
the white community revealed themselves. Within one 
month there were enough incidents in restaurants, 
eating houses, and barber shops to require passage 
of a new law which specifically enumerated these 
places. 83 
No evidence, unfort~ately, was presented to support this 
assertion. An examination of all available newspapers, 
particularly the Cleveland Gazette, revealed only two inci-
dents. Both involved refusal of a meal in 'a restaurant. 
The Gazette in the first example on March 8 stated that 
·'here was a chance ·for the Republicans to insert a clause 
in the new civil rights bill.,,84 The second example 
occurred on March 22, twelve days after the Crowell Amend-
ment passed. 8S Nowhere is the issue of the inadequacy of 
the 11s.t of protected accommoda-tions treated wi th the fi.ery 
rhetoric that the Gazette displayed on issues that it 
believed to be important. While it was obviously true that 
the blacks objected to the narrowness ot the bill, this was 
83Valeria Weaver, . "The Failure of Civil Rights 1875-
1883 and its Repercussions," J'ournal of Negro Historl, LIV 
(October, 1969), pp. 375-376. 
84Cleveland Gazette, March 8, 1884. 
85I bid., March 22, 1884. 
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minor when compared to their contempt for the politician's 
weak commitment to civil rights in general. 
The Cleveland Gazette treRted the bill wi th cynicism. 
It 'reminded its readers that the bill's leading supporter 
in the House had previously stated that the Democratic 
:party' did 'no t want the "nigger vote. rt 
He' [now boweve;7 sees what a ~reat help the 
colored vote of Ohio could be to the Democratic 
party - his party - and therefore forgets his recent 
remark concerning the "nigger vote," as he. pleases 
to term the colored vote, and assisted his brethren 
in vainly trying to make the Republican members of 
the House antangonize the bill and at the same time 
prepare a bait to catch the colored vote. 86 
A meeting of blacks was called in Cleveland to protest the 
lack Qf equality of rights and denounce the legislature's 
effort in civil rights legislation. A. resolution was passed 
which stated in part: 
Resolved, That injustice has been done our race 
by repeated appeals to social prejud1ce~ race issues 
and insincere legisla tion, and greates·t of all was 
the recent legislative enactment ••• which we 
believe was not only an insult to our race, but to 
the past work and sacred memory of Giddings, Wade, 
Chase, Garfield, Charles Sumner and a host ot others 
whose lives were devoted to the general welfare, ot 
our race and the common cause ot humani ty. 87 . '-
The new law was also found, objectionable by the "Equal Rjght,s 
League,n a black pressure group, with an estimated two hun-
dred chapters in Ohio, organized to demand the repeal of the 
86Ib1d ., March 1, 1884. 
87Ibid • 
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"black" laws and tight tor a state civil rights law. B8 In 
an open letter to the ftcol~~ed voter~ ot Ohio n the league 
attaoked the law and those blacks that supported it. tiThe 
'act does not meet the wants'of the people in any sense • 
• • • [Th~ act as passed is of no practical benefit to the 
colored people •••• n89 Their objections were several: 
that a maximum tine ot one hundred dollars was established 
but no minimum was set (nNo~inal damages could only be 
obtained where a case is tully proven under its provisions lt); 
also wj.th one hundred dollars established as the maximum 
fine, justices of the peace had original jurisdiction; 
': 
another objection was that a civil judgment barred criminal 
action. The letter concluded by calling for a united stand 
against this attempt to "hoodwink our people. u90 
Black agitation for equal rights went much deeper than 
simply access to the public accommodations listed in the 
bill. Strong opposition, which seemed to be centered in 
the old abolitionist Western Reserve District was directed 
'" 
against the Ilblack laws n .(i. e" laws against miscegenation, 
laws permitting segregated schools and the ~se of the word 
ttwhite" in the state constitution). When Senator Evans 
proposed to amend the civil rights bill to include restaur-
ants and eating-houses the Qleveland Gazette was quick to 
respond. While supporting this amendment, it called the 
89Ibid ., ~~rch 8, 1884. 
90Ibid. 
legislature's attention to the need to abolish the "black 
laws.rt 
• • • [If] they are sincere in their present efforts 
to place us on perfect equality with the white 
citizens of Ohio, they will not hesitate a moment 
to put forth strenuous efforts for the speedy con-
summation of their. [the Negroe~ desire.91 
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The segregated school issue was hit heavily by the 
Cleveland Ga~ette. It claimed that the Negroes of Cuyahoga 
County were unanimous in their opposition to separate 
SChools. 92 The key legislative action in the opinion of 
the Gazette centered upon.the effort to repeal section 4008 
of the Ohio statutes, which permitted separate schools~ 
This bill was introduced early in the House of Representa-
tives by Republican John Littler~93 No action was taken, 
however, until late in the session. The bill was reported 
by the Judiciary Committee on }~rch 31 with the recommen-
dation that the bill be passed with the amendment that 
separate schools could be maintained if a majority of the 
black people should vote ~n favor ot it.94 Debate on the 
bill took place on April. 9. Representative S. W. Brown 
(Republican) pointed out that this should be passed if the 
legislature was to act conSistently with their position on 
the civil rights law. tI[Thi~.legis1ature has abolished the 
9lIb1d., March 15, 1884. 
92Ibid., March 1, 1884. 
93Journal of the House, 52, January 17, 1884. 
94 6 Ibid., 78, March 31, 1884 • 
. ' , 
• -j ~ • 
color line in railroad cars, steamboats, theaters and 
restaurants and should now abolish t~e color line in the 
schools. 1195 
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A strong effort was made by Democrats to "s1detrack lt 
this leg1slation. An unsuccessful attempt was made to 
amend the bill to allow separate schools after the vote of 
a majority of both races approved it. 96 Also ~ letter was 
presented from Peter Clark opposing the legislation. Clar~ 
w~o had for generations been active in Negro schools in 
Ohio and who believed that separation was necessary until 
equality was reached, told the legislature that the bill 
was unsatisfactory to the black people. 97 The opposition 
then made an attempt to get the bill indef1nitely post-
poned. This was defeated by a twenty-seven tq sixty-eight 
vote. 98 The bill was then defeated when a constitutional 
majority could not be ~chieved.99 The Gazette stated that 
all Republicans voted yes, while all negative votes were 
Democratic. 100 Later it stated that "all the Democrats 
voted against and_consequently killed this bill to wipe out 
95Cleve1and Gazette", Apt-il 12, 1884. 
960hio , Journal of " the House, 770-771, Ap~il 19,1884. 
97Cleveland Gazette, April 12, 1884; Cincinnati Com-
mercial Gazette, April 10, 1884. 
980hio, Journal of the House, 771, April 19, 1884. 
99Ibid. 
lOOCleveland Gazette, April 12, 1884. 
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one of Ohio·s black laws. 11101 It was maintained by the 
Gazette that the add1tional three vo~es that were needed 
could have been won over 1t 1t had not been for men such as 
Clark who insisted that such rights were not desired by the 
black communi ty. ttThe law was defeated by a ring of con- . 
temptible, unscrupulou~ knaves whom decency and principles 
blushes -to call colored men. ,,102 The Gazette praised the 
Republicans for their strong stand for equality, and then 
added U[t.or] the fifty-three [sic} Democrats of the Legis-
lature and particularly Traitor Clark, the Democrat the 
colored people have nothing but contempt. l03 
Though the Gazett~ was generally correct, it was in-
accurate in stating that the Democracy was unanimous in 
their opposition. Eleven Democrats actually joined the 
thirty-nine Republicans in favQring the bill, while thirty-
two opposed it and seventeen (along with five Republicans) 
helped kill it by abstaining. 104 
If the school issue was the test for the legislature's 
concern for the rights of the black people, the Democrats 
failed while the Republican party passed. It does seem to 
be important, however, that the bill was only narrowly 
lOlIbid. 
l02Ibid • 
l03Ibid • 
l040hio , J'ournal of the House, 771, April 19. 1884. 
defeated. Eleven Democrats showed enough courage to vote 
aye and the bill 'was ~eteated by abstainers who were 
reluctant to commit themselves. 
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Two conolusions can be drawn from the Ohio legis-
laturets action in 1884. The Republican commitment to 
racial equality and their desire to meet the demands of 
their black constituency continued into the 1880s. Also 
the Democratic party was at least w~lling to support "in 
principle" state ci"'111 rights legislation. Though some 
Democrats may have responded to the Supreme Court's civil 
rights d,ecision wi th a sincere desire to insure the pro-
tection of civil rights, the evidence seems to show that in 
general the Democratic response was limited and politically 
motivated. 
INDIANA 
Indiana was very similar to her neighboring state of 
Ohio in several ways. Both bordered the Ohio River and 
also therefore the ex-slave state of ~entucky. Both had 
cultural and economic ties with the South. The area was a 
center of much flc-opperhe~d n acti vi ty during the war and had 
had a long reputation as being strongly anti-Negro. Indiana 
and Ohio also had in common the tact that they both had a 
large number ot black voters, who were of great political 
importance in these evenly politically balanced states. 
Also, Indiana in 1885, like Ohio the previous year, had a 
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,', 'legislature which was under Democratic control. 
The announcement of the Suprem~ Court decision in the 
C1v1l Rights Cases brought a reaction in the Democratic 
Kokomo Dispatch whichJwas very similar to the Cincinnati 
Enquire~ and the Cleveland Plain Dealer in Ohio. The~­
patch was well aware of the pos~ibility of using the 
decision to strengthen their party l s political position in 
Indiana. The Dispatch made it clear that they supported the 
decision of the Supreme Court. 105 They also did not believe 
that any legislation along a similar vein was necessary. 
11:The fact is now apparent that there was no necessi ty for 
the civil rights acts for the negro was gradually but sure-
ly working into his proper place in society.,nl06 In 
addition, however, the paper attempted to convince the Negro 
that the decision showed the insincerity of the Republican 
party. It stated that Itthe Republican party passed the bill 
for partisan ends, though they knew it was unconstitutional, 
then eight years later the Republican press clapped when a 
Republican Supreme Court ruled it unconstitutional. fl107 The 
October 25, 1883 issue of the ~tspatch carried a full page 
interview with a black man, Joseph Braboy, who maintained 
that the decision would flforce him to sever his alliance 
l05Kokomo Dispatch, October 18, 1883. 
l06Ibid ., November 1, 1883. 
l07Ib1d. 
• ... j ~. 
with the Republican party.nl08 The Dispatch also alleged 
that at a Republican party meeting after the decision no-
Negro was allowed to speak.109 
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The p~sEatch worked hard to discredit the Republicans 
in the eyes of the Negro f but did nothing to improve the 
tms;-ge o·t tne Democratic party. The paper apparently 
believed the Negro would have nowhere else to go, and 
therefore must gravitate to the Democracy. 
On the other side of the political fence the Repub-
lican Indianapolis Journal also supported the decision but 
'" 
feared it would reopen the civil rights issue. It main-
tained that dissatisfied Negroes should seek a constitu-
tional amendment or state legislation as a means of insuring 
110 the protection of their civil rights. . One way that this 
dissatisfaction was shown was at a public meeting by Negroes 
in, Indianapolis after the decision. This meeting resolved 
that "we recognize in the decision a narrow partisan view 
entirely at variance with those great principles enunciated 
by Lincoln f Sumner, Morton and other great Republican 
leaders. n1l1, 
When the Democratic controlled Indiana legislature 
, -
l08Ibid ., October 25, 1883. 
l09Ibid ., November 1, 1883. 
110rnd1anapolis JO,urnal, October 16, 1883. 
lllKokomo Dispatch, October 25, 1883. 
assembled in early. 1885, civil rights was a question for 
their consideration. On January 13, Democratic Senator 
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w. C. Thompson introduced a civil rights bill into the 
legislature. ll2 The bill was identical to the Ohio Civil 
Rights Laws of 1884. 113 The Indianapolis Journal was not 
impressed by the introduction of the bill. It predioted' 
that it would attract more attention than it deserved. "It 
is in the nature 'buncombe' proceeding, because there is no 
inequality ot the rights of citizens. ull4 This statement 
is curious and seems to be inconsistent with other pro-
nouncements of the paper, both before and after this remark. 
The only logical explanation seems to be that this was a 
partisan response to a Democratic initiative. The Journal 
was trying to discredit any sign that the Demoorats could be 
making an effort to satisfy the wants of black people. 
Two days later another civil rights measure was intro-
duced into the legislature by Republican Representative 
James Townsend, a black man. The Kokomo Dispatch maintained 
that the bill was usubstantla11y the sarne ll as the Thompson 
'bill with the exception that the Thompson bill did not 
112Indiana, Journal of the Indiana State Senate during 
the Fifty-fourth Session of the General Assembll (1885), 37, 
January 13, 1885. 
113Indiana, Senate Bill No. 43 of the Fifty-fourth 
Session of the General Assembly, Indiana State Library 
Legislative file. 
114Indianapolis Journal, January 14, 1885. 
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prohibit amalgamation.115 An examination of Townsend's 
bill proves this to bE:' erroneous. This bill stated "that 
all distinctions of race and uolor made in any and allot 
the laws of this State, are repea1ed. 1I116 From a legal 
point of v1ew, this bill was tar from revo1utionary. It 
simply ask.3d, the State to make its laws consistent with the 
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution and tpe Civil 
Rights Cases decision which was so widely applauded. The 
Indianapolis Journal which thought the Thompson bill to be 
IIbuncombe tl supported this bill. "It proposed to omit all 
allusions in existing laws to races, thus making no dis-
crimination and making the right of all citizens equal. ull? 
It would seem as though the Townsend bill should have been 
easier for the Democrats to accept than the Thompson bill. 
It only called for what the Democrats claimed they stood tor, 
equality under the law. It made no attempt to regulate 
what many Democrats considered to be "social relationships" 
as did the Thompson bill. 
This type of thinking, however, did not prevail. The 
bill ·was sent to the Commi ttee ot the Judiciary with in-
structions to report tlwhat discriminations, it any, now 
115Kokomo Dispatch, March 12, 1885. 
116Indiana, House Bill No. 99 of the Fifty-fourth 
Session of the General Assembly, Indiana State Library 
Legislative file. 
117rndianapolis Journal, January 16, 1885. 
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exist in the laws of this state.~rl18 The Committee, a month 
later, reported three examples in the prohibit1on of service 
in the state militia, prohibition of mixed marriages and in 
segregated schools. 119 
Meanwhile the Senate be/gan action on the Thompson 
bill. On February 4, 1885 the Senate Committee on Federal 
Relations, which consisted ot three Republicans and three 
Democrats, reported the Thompson bill. 120 The only amend-
ment recommended by the committee was a change in the 
wording of the proviso. The proviso was amended to read: 
"That a judgment in favor at the party aggrieved, or punish-
ment, or a committal upon an indictment, affidavit, or 
information shall be a bar to further or other prosecution 
or suit.,,121 Though it would seem that the Committee's 
purpose was to clarify the intended meaning of the proviso 
in 'the' Ohio law, there still remained some confusion as to 
the ninte~ded meaning 1l of the Ohio law. During the February 
10 debate on the bill, Senator Hil11gass remarked that the 
bill allowed the person discriminated against "the right to 
sue and obtain a judgment tor $100 damages, besides 
Y , 
ot Re-
Gene'ral 
119Indiana, §ournal of the House, 913, February 25, 
1885. 
120Indiana, Journal of the Senat .. ~" 264, February 4, 1885. 
121Indiana, Laws of the Sta t8 .. E. .. _Indtap.a (1885), p. 76. 
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prosecuting crim1nally.u122 Though this seems to be an in-
correct interpretation, the Indian.apolis Journal's ,.account 
of the debate shows no one responding to Hilligass' con-
tention. In general 'the debate on February 10 was charac-
terized by the Indianapolis Jou;Fnal as "splr1ted. n123 The 
Journal stated that the "discussion became political in its 
tendency, with the Democrats against and the Republicans 
:for the rights of the Negro. 1I The Journal, obviously 
coloring its observations to strengthen their party's appeal 
to blacks, went on to say that 
Senators Hi111~ss, }~gee and others on the Demo-
cratic side, Lopposed i~ for the reason that it 
gave the negro sreater rights than he should be 
allowed, {lvhilo/ Sena tors ]loulke, Youche and other 
Republican members strongly upheld the party prin-
ciple of "equal rights to all citizens, without 
regard to color or natlonallty. ltl24 
The Jo~rnal also offered some more specific information on 
the debate. The bi11 J s sponsor, Senator Thompson, defended 
his bill in terms of the Supreme Court's decision. 
He sald, "that this bill was passed by Oongress, 
but set aside as unconstitutional by the Supreme 
Court of the United States, upon the ground that it 
was the duty of tne several States to pass it, if 
they desire to, and it had already been passed,rr 
he said, "by many of the States. 1t125 
122Indianapo1iS Journal, February 11, 1885. 
l 23Ibid. 
124Ibid • 
125Ibid. 
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Thompson.expressed the view of those states rights Demo-
crats. who believed that since the q~estion of civil rights 
had been returned to its rightful place, it was the duty ot 
the states to exert their responsibility and protect these 
rights. 
On the' other side ot the aisle the old spirit ot 
Republican idealism was echoed by Sen.ator William Foulke.1 
Senator Foulke, who boasted proudly that he ~~s the son o~ 
~n Abolitionist, stated: 
The Republican'party has ever been and still 1s in 
favor ot the principles ot the bill. If held uncon-
st1tutional as a matter of law, because It was a 
proper subject of state legislation. I would advo-
cate it in the very place in which it is unques-
tionably lawful legislation.126 
Foulke was concerned that c1vil rights be protected and I 
seemed little concerned with who passed it. 
The Journal's coverage of the debate suggests tha:t I the 
opposition, which was overwhelmingly Democratic, centereJ 
around the belief t.hat the bill was special legislation 
benefiting one class. J. 1-1. Smith stated that lithe enact-
ment of any law which will single out any class tn JGhe 
State, white or black, sho~d not be a principle that actu-
ates a legiSlature. tl127 H-e continued, If I don1t believe it 
. . 
right to undertake to legislate it [the Negr~ higher than 
l26Ibid e 
127Ibid. 
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128 its place 1s socially.1t Senator William Hilligass 
stated that this uLegislature would ~e going beyond its 
duty to grant a dead-beat, no matter what h.is color, the 
privilege to sue under such circums~finces.rr129 Hilligass 
went on to state that he opposed the entire bill and hoped 
to s~a it voted do~~.130 , 
The impa.ct of the Townsend bill on the Senate can be 
seen in a proposed amendment to the bill by Senator Foulke. 
His amendment would have intorporated the Townsend bill 
into the Thompson b111. 13l Senator L. M. Campbell offered 
an amendn;Ient to Foulke's am ndment. "Provided, That this 
act shall not apply to the laws on the subject of 
marriage. u132 Campbell's measure failed by a narrow vote, 
nineteen to twenty-one. 133 The Democrats generally sup-
ported it and the Republicans opposed (five members ot each 
party crossed. over to vote with the majority'of the other 
party). The Foulke's Amendment itself was then voted on and 
tailed thirteen to twenty-eight with the great majority of 
Democrats in opposition, though six supported it. The bill 
l28Ib1d ~ 
l29Ibid • 
l30Ibid • 
13lInd1ana, Journal of the Senate, 265, February la, 
1885. 
l32Ibid • 
l33Ibid. 
'. 
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was then brought to a vote. Though Hilllgass had hoped to 
see the bill defeated, he and most of the others who had 
opposed it in debate voted for it. The bill passed thlrty-
six to five and was sent to the Houseo 134 
In the House, however, the Townsend bill required the 
m'Smbers co'nsidera tion before tlie Senate bill. On March 2, 
the TOvffisend bill finally reached the floor. It had been 
postponed once and on March 2 with the gallery full of 
Negroes that came to hear Townsend, an attempt was made to 
postpone it again or substitute the Thompson bill.135 
Townsend was finally however allowed to speak. He spoke 
mostly against the miscegenation laws maintaining that it 
was contrary to simple and exact,just1ce as well as the 
State and Federal Const1tutions.136 Just as an attempt was 
made in the Senate to amend the Foulke Amendment, a majority 
of the House Democrats tried to amend the Townsend bill to 
provide that the provisions should not apply to the existing 
laws relating to miscegenation. This amendment-was defeated 
by the Republicans and a minority of the Democrats. 137 The 
The Indianapolis News reported that the amendment was 
134Ibid., p. 266. 
135Indianapolis Journal, March 3, 1885. 
136I b1d. 
137Indlana, Journal of the House, 996-997, March 2, 
1885. 
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adopted by a decisive majority but when the result was 
announced many Democrats changed the~r vote and defeated 
1t.138 With these matters out of the way, the House voted 
forty-three to forty to indefinitely postpone the bill. l39 
The vote for postponement was solidly Democratic, with 
eleven Democrats joining the Republicans in oPPosition to 
postponement. The IndianaBolis Journal condemned the 
l)emocrat's position. "The nature of the inordinate love ot 
the Democratic party for the colored pepple was evinced in 
the House yesterday.Nl40 
The attempt of Democrats in both Houses to exolude 
miscegenation laws and the focus of Townsend's remarks would 
seem to indicate that the controversy over the bill cen-
tered on the question of miscegenation and not on the 
separate school issue which received little attention. 
On March 7, the House turned its considerations to 
the Thompson bill. Democrat Representative Gooding, who had 
proposed the amendment to Townsend's bill, presented 
Thompson's bill. Gooding's opening remarks were briefly 
oited in the Indianapolis Journal: 
The purport of the bill is that all persons shall 
enjoy the accommodations of public places - not p+i-
vate families. It is a complete civil right3 law 
but does not change the law preventing inter-
1381nd1anapolis News, March 3, 1885. 
139Indiana, Journal of t&e House t 998, Maroh 2, 1885. 
140md.ianapolis J'ollrnal, March 3, 1885. 
marriage. It gives the person refused these accom-
modations the right to sue, or, if th~y do not sue, 
the man thus discriminating may qe prosecuted under 
the criminal laws. 141 
Gooding's view of the bill's proviso differs from that of 
hi s colleague in, 'the Sana te, Hilligass, and 'would seem to 
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be' the correct interpr~tat1on. Gooding then went on to 
explain his motives tor supporting the bill. tilt seems that 
the colored man has rights, but they feel they are discrim-
inated against. It will be policy to pass·1t. u142 Townsend 
interrupted Gooding: "the gentleman says it is policy. Is 
it not justlce?u143 Gooding tried to cover his tracks by 
stating that "right is always policy.n144 Townsend chal-
lenged Gooding's assertion and made a tew final remarks 
concerning the bill. "This bill of the General Assembly 
will bring gladness to the hearts of every colored man and 
woman in the sta te. u145 He sarcastically added, tI[i t} is a 
sad commentary on the state of affairs when laws have to be 
enacted to protect the most docile class of people known.nl46 
The bill then passed unanimously.147 
141Ibid ., ·March 9, 1885. 
142Ibid • 
l43Ibid • 
l44Ibid • 
l45Ibid. 
146Ibid • 
l47Indiana, Journal' of the Hous_e,, 1119, March 7, 1885. 
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. The Kokomo Dispatch, which had made ~ strong effort 
. . 
to attract Negroes to the Democratic party by using the 
Civil Rights Cases decision, in 1885 tried to use the 
State's Civil Rights Laws, for this purpose. The Dispatch, 
either out of sincere confusion or deceit, misrepresented 
the law to its readers. 
The House on Saturday afternoon passed Senator 
Thompson's Civil Rights Bill by an unanimous vote. 
It grants the colored people equal school privi-
leges with the whites and removes all distinctions 
of race and color in eXisting statutes. It 1s 
substantially the same as the bill of Representa-
tive Townsend which was deteated, except that it 
does not repeal the law prohibiting amalgamation.148 
The Dis]atch went on to state that "nearly every member on 
the floor explained his vote and asserted that it gave him 
pleasure to assist in promoting the welfare of the colored 
people. n149 Even bet ore the bill was finally passed, the 
Dispatch was using it in its appeal to the black voter. 
The colored voters ot Indiana will presently open 
their eyes to the true situation. [The 1egislatur~ 
••• with its two-thirds Democratic majority has 
passed the civil rights bill. Oh, the Democratic 
party is the enemy of the colored race with a 
vengeance.150 / 
The action of the Democratic controlled Indiana legis-
lature closely paralleled' the action of the Ohio Democrats 
the previous year. The bill passed by Indiana was identical 
148Kokomo Dispatch, March 12, 1885. 
149Ibid. 
150Ibid., February 9, 1885. 
to the Ohio bill with the' exceptton that the proviso to 
section two was more detailed.. Also, like Ohio, the 
majority of the Indiana Democrats refused to respond to the 
primary demands of the black community by abolishing the 
"black laws," although they indicated some willingness not 
to oppose the removal at the provisions for separate 
schools. Again as in the case at Ohio the Republicans and 
a minority of Democrats displayed what seemed to be a 
strong commitment to equality under the law. 
The conclusion drawn from the Ohioans effort in 1884 
is also applicable to Indiana in the following year. Both 
major politica,1 parties were willing (in varying degrees) 
to recognize the principle that public discrimination was 
unlawful. It is difficult to assess the motives. It was, 
however, very evident from the debates a~d votes that the 
politically dominant Democratic party was very careful not 
to antagonize the black voter. The black voter was not 
forgotten by these Ohio Valley politicians, on the contrary, 
they went as far as the~ felt they had to go to win these 
voters to their side. 
CHAPTER III 
THE RESPONSE IN ILLINOIS 
The State of Il11nois was unique among the states 
that pas~ed civil r1ghts legislation in 1884 and 1885. 
/' 
Like the other Ohio Valley stat~s of Ohio and Indiana it 
had a large, politically active black population that could 
be a very significant faction at election time. Also like 
Ohio ~nd Indiana, Illinois bordered the ex-slave states and 
had a reputation for being very racist in attitude. Unlike 
these other states, however, Illinois in 1885 had a numeri-
cally balanced legislature. Neither party was in-a position 
to impose its policies on· the other. 
The Supreme Court's decis~~n met with much the same 
response in Illinois as in other states. The Democratic 
Chicago Times and the Illinois State Register both applauded 
the nullification of what the Register called the 1875 
"Force Bill."l The Republican press also supported the 
decision. 2 Even the Chicago Inter-Ocean, which had a good 
reputation as a champion ot Negro rights gave the decision 
its general support from a legalistic point of view, though 
lChicago Times, October 16, 1883; Illinois State 
Register, Dctober 17, 1883. 
2Chicago Tribune, October 17, 1883; Illinois State 
Journal, October 20, 1883. 
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it feared the social and political repercussions that could 
arise out of the decision. It termed tee law a "social 
rights" law rather than "civil rights. n3 The paper went on 
to summarize its position on the decision: 
We regret that the Supreme Court did not see its 
way clear to ratify the constitutionality of the 
Supplementary civil rights act •••• This regret, 
however, is based not so much on any real value 
that attaches to the act as to the objectionable 
use which will be made of the decision to create the 
1mpression among colored men that the Republican 
party has in some way tailed to fulfill its 
pledges. 4 
No newspaper responded to the decision by calling for 
any state action. The strongly Republican Illinois State 
Journa1 ruled out all such legislation as contrary to the 
best 1nterests of the Negro. 5 
While the white pre.ss reacted calmly, there was a very 
different reaction in the black community. The uColored 
state Conventionfl was meeting in Springfield at the time 
that the decision was announced. The decision occasioned a 
great deal of comment at the Convention. The Convention was 
seemingly in agreement that the decision would hurt the 
Republ.1can party. C. S. Smith of Bloomington stated that 
the deCision was the "death knell of the republican party" 
because of the black political strength in k~y states like 
3Chicago Inter-Ocean, October 17, 1883. 
4Ibid • 
5Illi~o1s State Journal, October 20, 1883. 
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Ohio, Illinois, New York and pennsylvania.6 The Negro 
Republican leader John W. E. Thomas also maintained that the 
decision would injure the party.7 
An interesting resolution was passed unanimously by 
the convention. The resolution began by attacking the 
Supreme Court for its opinion, sarcastically paraphrasing 
the Supreme Court's earlier position against Negro rights, 
the Dred Scott decision. 
The Supreme Court's latest eqict: The negro' has 
no ,rights which the public is bound to respec't. 
The Republican party recognized the abridgment of 
our civil rights and sought a remedy, but alas in 
vain •. 8 ' 
The resolution expressed a disenchantment with civil rights 
legislation, recognizing it to be no panacea. 
Class legislation is a failure. We have had our 
share and we want no more. Deeds of rand, mechan-
ic's certificates and commercial papers must be the 
civil rights bills ot the future.9 . 
The resqlut10n went on to make a strong statement for 
pol1tical independence. liThe remedy henceforth must be in 
our .own hands. • • By the intelligent exercise of our fran-
chise we shall demand the rights which hitherto have been 
denied •••• ulO The resolution suggested that the Negroes 
6Chicago Times, October 17, 1883. 
7Ib1d • 
8Illinois State Register, October 17, 1883. 
9Ibid. 
lOIbid. 
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should stop asking for someone to protect their rights and 
start asserting their economic and political muscle. 
Though this was the position of the Convention in 
October 1883, in early 1885 when the Legislature met in 
Springfield two petitions were presented calling tor 
passage of state civil rights' legislation.11 One of these 
petitions was presentAd by John W. E. Thomas who had chaired 
the 1883 Convention and had become the first black man to 
serve in the Illino:l.s Legisla'ture. On February 5, Thomas 
introduced a civil righ~s bill into the Illinois House. 12 
It was sent to the Committee of the Judiciary where on 
March 12, it was reported with one major amendment. This 
amendment strengthened the bill by fixing the civil damages 
at not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than five 
hundred dollars. The original bill stated that it should 
not exceed twenty-five dollars. 13 
An examination ot the bill shows that it was modeled 
after the Ohio Oi viI Rights Laws (and' therefore also the 
1875 federal bill) with the exception that the preamble and 
the jury section were deleted. The ciVil and criminal 
penalties were however much stronger in the maximums that 
llIllinois, Journal of the House of Representatives of 
Thirt -fourth General Assembl ot the State of Illinois 
5, 5, April 2, 1 5. 
12Illinois, Journal ot the House, 113, February 3, 
1885. 
13Ibid., March 15, 1885, p. 394. 
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were established. While the Ohio law established a one 
hundred dollar maximum forfeiture a~d a one hundred dollar 
fine or a thirty day jail sentence or both, the Illinois 
law set a maximum five hundred dollar forfeiture and five 
hundred dollar fine or one year imprisonment or ~.oth. 
Illinois like Ohio contained the "proviso ll which placed 
limitations on the scope of the bill. As previously stated 
this was more liberal than the similar proviso in the 
federal act. 
The bill was debated on the morning of April 3. The 
debate was apparently of some length though the newspaper 
accounts of the substance was rather sketohy. The Chicago 
Tribune stated that "[the} discussion did not assume a 
partisan phase although the opponents of the measure were 
ma1nly Democrats. n15 Newspaper aocounts list five speakers 
who favored the bill (three Republicans and two Democrats). 
These accounts suggest that these men supported the bill 
out of a general sense of justioe. James M. Dill, a Demo-
crat t gave the principle speech in which he maintained that 
the b1ll was ttan act of justice rf and "in the interest of the 
poor and dO'WIltrodden of all rac~s.1I16· He answered those who 
believed that such a law would be worthless, by maintaining 
that if this were true it could do no harm. 
l4Illinois, Laws of the State of Illinois (1885), p. 64. 
l50hicago Tribune, April 3, 1885. 
16Ibid • 
He believed in the declaration of principles it 
made, and wherever and whenever those p~inciples 
were violated he believed in having a remedy, a 
method of punishing, its violators. 17 
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Another Democrat speaker in support of the bill was Speaker 
of the Bouse f Elijah Haines. Haines stated that "everyo~e 
seemed to be in favor of the deolaration of principles the 
bill made, but nobody seemed to be in favor of the remedy 
given to enforce them. He was in favor of both. nIB The 
newspapers cited a group of Democratic Representatives who 
did maintain that they supported the bill "in principle. tI 
The acceptance ot the principle that it was unlawful for 
people to practice racial discrimination in inns, restaur-
ants, barber shops a~ public conveyances seems to have been 
a significant concession itself. 
These supporters o:t the bill "in principle lt based 
" 
their objections on the civil damages it imposed. uMr~ 
Shaw (Democrat) talked against it going over the ground that 
all its opponents made, that a bad use would be made of it 
by bad men. tt19 
Messrs. Linegar and Johnson [both Democrat~ a~vo­
cated the principles at the bill, but said the 
penalties imposed espeCially relating to civil dam-
ages would give occasion for blackmailing schemes 
against railroads and hotel keepers. 20 . 
17Qhicaga Inter-Ocean, April 3, 1885. 
l8Ibid • 
19Ibid • 
20Chicago Tribune, April 3, 1885. 
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All three ot these men ultimately voted against the bill. 
1ihile one group ~t Democratic Representatives sup-
ported the bill and another claimed to suppo;rt it 2Iin prin-
ciple" another group were tqtally opposed. Representative 
Cherry opposed the bill 1:1. principle. nHe believed in the 
one great law ot the surv1val ot the fittest.n2~ Appar-
ently this meant that state made laws could no~ make ~n 
Ilinferior race" the equal of the whi te race, and government 
should let nature take its course • 
. The newspaper accounts otter little insight into 
motives of the Republican Representatives. It was reported 
that Representative Thomas gave an explanatory spe~ch on 
his bill,. but the papers seemed to be more concerned with 
how he spoke than what he said. Because of the newspapers' 
silence, th~ degree of Republican idealism in the House can-
not be measured. The Republican support, however, can be 
measured by examining the roll-call vote on the bill. The 
bill passed eighty-three to nineteen. Sixty-nine at the 
House's seventy-six Republicans voted for the bill with none 
in opposition. The Democratic position was not as clear. 
Fourteen Democrats, including the Speaker, supported the 
bill, while nineteen opposed it and the remainder ot the 
seventy-seven Democrats did not vot~.22 
21Chicago Inter-Ocean, April 3, 1885. 
22Illinois, Journal of the Hous~, 447, April 2, 1885. 
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The bill was presented to the Senate for debate on 
April 23 without being referred to a Senate committee. 
Senator Erastus Rinehart (Democrat) did move to refer the 
bill to the Committee on Horticulture: lilt was the only 
smelling committee that the Senate had in its serv"ice.,,23 
The fact that ten Senators supported this move seems to 
represent the tone of the debate. 24 The newspaper accounts 
suggest that the debate was' heated and sarcastic, but no 
serious argument appeared in the papers. The Chicago 
Tribt1;n.!! stated that l1after a number at alleged funny 
speeches the bill was passed on third reading. n25 The 
Chicago Times, stated that the bill's vocal. opponent Senator 
Rinehart proposed an amendment providing that where hotels 
were crowded and patrons compelled to sleep two in.a bed, 
any person found raising an objection would be fined one 
thousand dollars. fI'Less buncombe in his amendment than 
the bill itself, , Rinehart said. 1726 The Senate Democrats 
were apparently more vocal in their opposition than the 
House members. The Republican Illinois State Journal ma1n-
tained that the Democratic party was clearly in opposition 
to the bill. 
23Illinois ·State Regi"ster, April 24, lB85. 
24Illinois, Jpurnal of the Sena t~., 631, April 23, 1885. 
25Chicago Tribun~, April 249 l885. 
26ChicaEo Times, April 24, 1885. 
The Thomas civil rights bill worried quite a 
number of the Democratic Senators yesterday •••• 
The Democrats with the exception of two or three 
put themselves on record as against the bill ••••• 
A tew were shrewd enough to keep from going on 
record against it. 27 
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Though this statement could be partially attributed to par-
tisan behavior on the part of the Jo~rnal, it is noteworthy 
that th1~ assertion was not challenged by the Journal's 
rival, the Illinois State Register, which was usually quick 
to correct any 10urnal errors. 
The bill remained in the Senate until June 3 when'it 
was finally passed by a thirty-seven to six vote. Again the 
Republicans unanimously supported the bill an~ the Democrats 
divided their votes. Thi~teen Democrats (including three 
who supported Rinehartts sneer~ng amendment) voted yes while 
six voted. no. 28 
The evidence seems to suggest that a large segment of 
the Democracy was placed in an awkward position by the bill. 
The insistence by some that they supported the bill in prin-
ciple, and the reluctance of some Senators to vote against 
a b1ll they spoke against 1n debate are marufestations ot 
this position. A large numqer of absentees, forty-four out 
of ~eventy-seven in the House, also emphasizes this aWk-
wardness. 
Though many Democra'ts were apparently very oautious in 
27Illinois State Journed, April 24, 1885. 
28Il11nols, .J·ournal of t~ ... ~.el1a t e, 632, June 3, 1885. 
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their approach to the bill, there did not seem to be much 
public reaction to its passage. The.newspapers examined 
were generally crammed 1n th inform~tlon concerning the 
legislature, but little mention was made of the Civil Rights 
Bill. No newspaper editorialized on the bill. The Negro 
population did, according to t"he Danville Daily News, :thail 
with joy" the passage of the act, but the Daily Ne1-T~ went 
on to state that there was a general consensus in the white 
population that the law would be evaded. 29 
Nearly all those spoken to declared that they 
could not admit colored people to the same privi-
leges for the same money that white people enjoyed, 
as it would ruin their business on account of the 
prejudice exis"ting. • • • The opinion was general 
tha.t the law was un.necessary and likely to give 
trouble without achieving its ends.3D 
Though the impact of the bill can be questioned, the 
quantitative evidence would seem to indicate that the 
Republican party was solidly committed.to Qivil rights 
legislation, but did not have the political power to pass it 
by themselves. Credit must be given to the minority of the 
Democrats who gave the bill their support. T~ey apparently 
did not interject blatantly partisan motives into their 
support of the bill. They,. accepted this Republican spon-
sored bill and did not attempt to introduce a rival Demo-
era tic bill. Though the actions of some of the Democrats 
29Danville Dail¥~~~, June 5,1885. 
30Ibid. 
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seems to indicate that the legislators were well aware of 
the possible political significance ~f the bill, Illinois 
was spared the political bickering. over who would get credit 
for passing the bill which marred passage of other civil 
rights bills. The passage of the Illinois Civil Rights Act 
se~ms to have been du~ to a genuine commitment on the part 
of the Republicans and the minority of the Democrats to 
insure that equal rights would continue to have the same 
legal protection that it had while the Federal Act was in 
operation. 
CHAPTER IV 
) 
THE RESPONSE IN NEW JERSEY 
Neli Jersey in 1884 was :1.n a 8i tuation similar to that 
of Illinois in 1885 in that each major party hfd control of 
one house of the legislature. In New Jersey as in some 
other states (Connecticut, New York, Indiana, Ohio, Illinois 
and Pennsylvania) the Negro vote was very important. The 
taot that New Jersey had the highest percentage of Negroes 
of any Northern state probably however added to the import-
ance of this block of yotars. From a strictly political 
standpoint it is not surprising therefore that New Jersey 
would be among the states· to enact legislation in the wake 
of the Supreme Court's decision. 
The civil rights question in New Jersey produced some 
very snarled legislative history. On c.Tanuary 8, 1884 l1A 
bill to protect all citizens in their civil and legal 
rights" was introduced into the Senate by Republican William 
Stains by as Senate Bill No. 1.1 The following day in the 
Gen~ral Assembly, John Armitage, a Democrat, also introduced 
a civil rights bill. 2 
lNew Jersey, Journal of'the 40th Senate of the State 
of New Jers8l (1884), 22, January 8, 1884. 
2Ne1v Jersey, Hinutes ot Votes and Proceedings of the 
l08th General Assemoly or the State or New ~ersel (1884~ 
61, January 9, 1884. 
~I .. I 
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An examination of the two bills is interesting. The 
Sta1nsby Bill directl) copied all po~tionc of the federal 
law w1"th the exception that the proviso was deleted. 3 The 
Ami tage Bill also copied the fi-rst and second sections of 
the Federal I,aw though 1 t added the preamble and dropped 
th'3 "jury sect1cn." The proviso was also dropped from this 
1+ _. I bill. Since the proviso was dropped and therefore Loth 
criminal and civil penaltles could be imposed,- the two New 
Jersey bills were stronger than the Federal Act. 
The press indicated that the legislative action was a 
response to the decision of the Supreme Court in overturning 
the Supplementary Civil Rights Act. The Jrento~ Times 
stated that lIit is a clvil rights bill, intended-to take 
the place in New Jersey of the National one, which the 
Supreme Court has ruled unconstitutional. tlS The !ewark 
~vening Ne~~ also suggested that the bill would make the 
"old civil rights lawtr applicable under the laws of New 
Jersey.6 Though other states made similar claims, the New 
Jersey response was clearly the strongest state response in 
the 1884-1885 wave of civil ri~ts legislation. 
The Stainsby Bill had apparently little d1ff1c~lty in 
3New Jersey, Acts c:...f the One. Hundred and Eighth ~egis­
laturs--..2J th .. ~ State of New J~~sez. [1884J, p. 339. 
4New Je~sey, Assembly bill, No. 14 of the l08th Gen-
eral Assembly, New Jersey State Library Legislative File. 
5!:r.~A,t9ll..-T1-.1!Les, January 9, 18811-., 
6Ne'\rar1c Even~ng News" January 9, 1884. 
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the Republican dominated Senate. The only delay involved 
deciding whether or not to include cemeteries in the bill. 
This was initiated when Democratic Governor Leon Abbett· 
sent a special message to the legislature after the Hack-
ensack Cemetery Company refused burial to a black man. 
Governor Abb~tt· stated: 
It- ought not to be tolerated in this State that a 
corporation whose existence depends upon the legis-
lative will, and whose property is exempt from 
taxation because of its religious uses, should be 
permitted to make a distinction between the white 
man and the black man.? 
Though cemeteries were not included in the bill, a separate 
piece of legislation was introduced and passed ~~rch 19, 
1884. 8 It is interesting that a Democratic Governor would 
propose and a Democratic Assembly would pass something that 
the United States Congress felt was too sensitive for in-
clusion in the 1875 Act. This may be an indication that 
politicians in New Jersey in 1884 were more responsive to 
the need for civil rights legislation than were the national 
representatives a decade earlier. 
After the delay caused by the I1Ha.ckensack Ceme-'Gery 
controversy" the bill passe,i t-he Senate unanimously. It 
then was sent to the General Assembly. 
The bill ran into rough going in the Democratic con-
trolled Assembly. It was referred to the 'Committee on 
7.trenton T1 .. me ~, January 29, l8Sh .. 
SNew Jersey, ~, p. 83. 
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Revision of Laws. 9 On February 28 the majority re~por·t of 
the committee was presented to the A~sambly, which offered 
some serious amendments. While the original bill stated· 
••• that all persons ••• shall be entitled to 
the full and equal enjoyment ot the accommodations, 
advantages, facilities and privileges of inns, 
public conveyances on land and water and other 
pla-c-e s' of publi camus emen t • • .10 
the amended bill simply stated that nall persons shall be 
entitled to the full and equal enjoyment of all civil and 
politi-cal rights and privileges."ll The committee amendment 
made the bill very vague and allowed tor wide latitude in 
court interpretation. Also, in section two, the civil 
penalty was completely deleted and the criminal penalty 
olause was reduced greatly to a minimum fine of twenty-five 
dollars and a maximum of fifty dollars, and no jail sen-
tence. The jury se~tion was reduced from five thousand to 
f1ftY.dollars. 12 
This majority report was challenged by two Re~ublicans 
who presented a minority report identical to the original 
bill. The majority report was adopted by the Assembly on 
almost a strict party vote, twenty-eight to twenty-tour. 
9New Jersey, Minutes, 174, January 29, 1884. 
lONew Jersey, ~, p. 339. 
IlNew Jersey, Senate Bill No. 1 [Re-printed 1-;1 th Amend-
mentw of the loath General Assembly, New Jersey state 
Library Legislative File o 
12r'b1d. 
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The Democrats supplied all the votes in favor o't the amend-
ment, while twenty-thIee Republicans ,and one Democrat 
opposed it. Six Democrats (including Armitage) and two 
Republicans were present but did not vote.13 
The Democrats had weakened the Stainsby (Republican) 
bill but wnen the Armitage bill, which was very similar with 
the exception of the deletion of the jury section, w~s 
presented on March 19 they g~ve it their support. It 
:p~ssed fifty-two to four. 14 <:The Newark Daily Advertis.e:;:, a 
Republican paper, accused Armitage of delaying the Senate 
bill wh1.ch had priori ty and the support of the Republicans 
and some Democrats and forcing through his bill. This was 
done according to the Advertiser to aid his political pros-
pects.15 The same day, following the passage of the 
Armitage bill, enough votes were gathered to get the 
Stainsby bill recommitted to committee, this time to the 
Committee on corporations. 16 
The Assembly Democrats t position in regard to the 
civil rights question resulted in Armitage being the recip-
ient of a physical attack by a Republican hot head. It 
began when Assemblyman Rush Burgess maintained that no 
13New Jersey, Minutes, 555, February 28, 1884, p. 555. 
l4Ibid ., March 19, 1884, p. 806. 
15!~wark ~ily Adve~~.~, March 19, 1884. 
161~ew Jersey, Mint1~ .. ~., 813, I~rch 19, 1884. 
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Democrat supported it from the heart. Armitage replied 
that he supported it from the heart and therefore Burgess 
lied. !u~gess'then struck Armitage.17 Armitage's response 
to Burgess seemed to indicate that he objected to Burgess' 
ref,erence to uno Democrat. II Armitage did' not try to 
defend his partyts position, but only attempted to show 
, -
that-he was tfa Democrat" who was sincere in his support. 
Many Demo.crats probably followed Armi tage for partisan 
reasons, but they were not alone. When the bill reached the 
Senate the Republican Senators also seemed to have reacted 
in a partisan manner. Armitage's bill differed from the 
bill the Senate had already passed only' in the exclusion of 
the "jury sectiont! wh.ich' would seem to be of minor impor-
tance since it was including that port~on of the Federal 
Act sustained by the Supreme Court. vllien the Armitage bill 
reached the Senate, however, no action was taken. The 
Trenton Times observed that r1[if] the Assembly and Senate 
keep on bandying Civil Rights bills back and forth the 
negro is in danger of not getting his rights at all."lB 
Finally in the face of a stalemate the Assembly acted. 
. -
Toward the end of- the session (April 15) the Stainsby bill 
in its ori'ginal form was called up by Arrni tags who blasted 
the Republican Senate tor ignoring hj.s bill "despi te the 
l7Trenton ~imes, March 20, 1884. 
18Ibid • 
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many professions which Republicans were making for the 
c~lored man. n19 The bill then passed forty-two to .f.ive. 20 
New Jersey's action in. civil rights legislation stands 
out not only for the h~gh degree of political manuevering, 
but more importantly for the strength of its law. Why the 
Ne:w,.. Ja.rseiY law was so strong is hard to determine. The 
political balance of the two parties and the strength of 
the black vote were obviously important factors in the 
passage of the bill. The political power wielded by John 
Armitage, who tor whatever motives, supported a strong bill, 
was also however a factor. Also some of the Democrats may 
have been eager to show that their opposition to the fed-
eral law was out of a sincere dedication to states-rights 
and not out of any racial antipathy. 
In 1874 and 1875 when the issue was a federally con-
trolled civil rights act, New Jersey's Democratic Senator 
John P. Stockton was one of the strongest critics of the 
act. He maintained that his colleague, Frederick Freling-
huysen, in supporting the bill was acting contrary to the 
wishes of the people of 'New Jersey.21 In 1884, however, 
when the issue was removed from federal jurisdiction and 
19Ibid • 
20New Jersey, ~tlnutes, 1115~ April 15, 1884, p. 1115. 
21u. s., Congress, Congressional Record, 43rd Oong., 
1st Sess., 4146, ~~y 22, 1874.· 
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became solely a state matter, a law stronger than the 
federal law was enactod by the state legislature. Even 
though the shift from. federal to state jurisdiction is 
extremely significant, the contrast between 1874 and 1884 
is striking. It seems tc show that concern for the black 
man, tOT his rights' and his political support~ did not die 
with the" end of the Reconstruction Era. 
CRA.PTER V 
THE NEW ENGLAND RESPONSE IN 
CONNECTI CUT AND RHODE ISLAND 
It is not surprising that New England with it~ long 
tradition of enlightened leadership and conoern for the 
rights of man would respond to the oall for protection of 
civil rights after the destruction of the federal act. 
Massachusetts had been in the vanguard in civil rights 
legislation. Boston had prohibited separate schools in 
1855 after the famous Roberts Case and the state' established 
the nation1s first civil rights act in 1865. In 1884 
Connecticut joined her by, passing a civil rights act and a 
year la.ter Rhode Island also passed civil rights legislation. 
Both these latter states were under the control of 
Republican legislatures. The Connecticut Legislative 
. . 
Journal lists fifteen Republicans to eight Democrats in the 
Senate and one hundred and fifty-three Republicans and 
ninety-five Democrats in th~ House~l No such concrete con-
clusions could be obtained about Rhode Island but the 
evidence seems to indicate that the Republicans were also in 
control in that state. Of the legislators whose political 
affiliations could be identified, the vast majority were 
1 . 
. Connecticut, Journa.l ... 9J .. the House of Repr~entatives 
- of the State of Connecticut, January Session (1884). 
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R~publlcans. In the seventy-two member General Assembly, 
twenty-five could be identified as Republican while two 
were Democrats. In the thirty-six member Senate, f1fteen 
. 2 
Republicans and four Democrats could be identif1ed. 
Though New England was the fountainhead of the civil 
rights movement, the reaction to the Supreme Courtrs 
decision as it was reflected in the Connecticut 1nd Rhode 
Island newspapers examined was much the same as 1he nation's 
general reaction. 3 The Republican j!ovidence Dat1Y Journal 
stated that the Uconstitution of the United Stat~s does not 
I 
i 
say that the social status of the citizens of the several 
I 
I 
states 1s within the authority of Congress to depree. n4 In 
I 
the course ot chiding s'l:;raying Negroes and darlnig the Demo-
crats to act, the paper described the course of rction that 
it believed should oe followed to insure the prdtection of 
I . 
equality of rights. 
The colored people who have been so anxious to 
sell themselves to the Democratic party fora mess 
of pleasant promises, will soon have an opportunity 
to test the sincerity and value of their new found 
friends. Will the Democratic party come up squarely 
and aid the R~publicans in engraftlng the principles 
. 2Rhode Island, Manual \'Ti th Rules and Orders for the 
Use of the General Assembly of the State of RhodewIsla~ (1884-1885), pp. 261=2b4j Ibid. (1885-1886), pp. 279-298. 
3Massachusetts' press reaction is not incorporated 
into this study because Massachusetts (as in the case of 
New York and Kansas) already had a state civil rights law. 
4provldence Dail~~Journal, October 16, 1883. 
the 
of t e 01 vil rights act upon the Consti'tutlon of 
the nited States. We shall see.5 
Tht· Republican Hartford Courant, though supportl~g 
Cour fS decision, expressed regret over it: 
The colored people of the Country have as a class 
never made an offensive use of their civil rights 
as cQvered, by this act, and the cases where accom-
modations have been refused to them have been 
exceptional. We regret that the judicial authority 
of the land has felt it a duty, devoid of all pre-
judice, to wipe out of existence a law which for 
nearly ten years has been a testimony on the part 
of the American people of their sincerity in de-
mand1ng equal rights tor all men. 6 
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The Courant d1d not believe that the law had ever been ef-
fective or could be effective, since only time and knowledge 
could stop discrimination. It believed that the Negro 
"enjoys everywhere the same equality before the law that 
the white man enjoys. He. enjoys all the protection he can 
get under the cansti tut1on .• 117 In referring to the protec-
tion of Negro rights in the South, the Couran~ made it clear 
that it believed that no inequality before the law existed 
in Oonnecticut. 
~Wa7 hope and expect that in the new movement of 
the South, industrial and educational, an4 that in 
its awakened recognition at humanity, the negro in 
Georgia will need no more special protection than 
the negro in Connec'ticut; in short that he will have 
exactly the same position before the law in each 
state that a white man nas. 8 
5Ibid., October 17, 18830 
6Harttord Courant, October 16, 1883. 
7Ib1d., October 24, 1883. 
8 Ibid., October 19, 1883. 
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The Democratic New Haven Reg~.ster also strongly sup-
ported the Court's ruling, insisting.that such legislation, 
if enacted at all, must be enacted by the states. 9 A week 
later the paper printed a letter from a black man stating 
. 10 
that no special legislation was needed or desired. 
Other Negroes were not however so content. Negroes 
I in Norwich, Hartford and New London began to organize for a 
state convention. The convention was held on December 27, 
1883 in Norwich, Connecticut. The Chairman, Walter H. 
Burr, stated that the purpose of the convention was to 
"prepare and present to the Le~islature of the State resol-
utions for the protection of the colored people in their . 
social, civil and political rights. H11 
The colored people have the balance of political 
power in this State, and the dominant ["Republical!7 
party must ~lk straight or the parties will 
change ••• 1 
Burr c-ontin.ued: 
The sincerity of the next Legislature is to be test-
ed upon the question of civil rights for the colored 
people. The intention of this organization is to 
arouse the colored citizens of the State to a 
realization of their strength and for a un1ted ef-
fort for their rights.13 
9New Have~ Register, October 16, 1883n 
lOIb1d., October 23, 1883. 
IlNew Iork Glob~, January 5, 1884~ 
l2Ibid • 
13Ib1d • 
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Even at this convention, however, there were doubts about 
the value of state legislation. George Jeffries voiced his 
reservations as to the effectiveness of civil rights legis-
lation. 
I have no objection to the placing of such a law 
on the statute books of the State, but if you 
cultivate thrift, intelligence and virtue you will 
lift yourself to the position you covet. It is 
impossible for legislation to legislate you into 
the heart of a single citizen.14 
Though Chairman Burr threatened the Republi can par"ty, 
the convention maintained an orientation toward this party 
and only wished a return to its earlier ideals. The ~ 
York Globe reporter stated that Jeffries made rta splendid 
speech for the Republican party which he did to the credit 
of himself and the full satisfaction of all his hearers. tt15 
Also F. S. Jones introduc'ed a resolution which stated that 
the convention "recommend a strict adherence to the prin-
ciples of the Republican party as the only means of obtain-
ing our civil and political rtghts. n16 It is difficult to 
determine if this was an affirmation ot'faith in the Con-
nect1cut Republicans or a warning that they had better 
return to their PFinciples. In passing the resolution, 
however, the convention clearly sho~ied a desire to vTork 
within the Republican party. 
14Ibid • 
l5Ibid. 
16Ibid. 
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A petition was then approved tor delivery to the Con-
necticut legislatura. The petition made two points: first, 
that the Supreme Court1s dec~.sion would place the black man 
in a very awkWard position because it subjected him to 
"great prejudices" without the redress that the Civ1l 
Rights Act provided; secondly, the petition emph~s1zed that 
the Supreme Court had reserved this type ot c1~il rights 
legislation for the states and that the State ot Connecticut 
.. 
should act to insure these rights. l7 
It is of course impossible to determine the support 
the convention had within the black community. The pew York 
.Times was of the opinion that "the colored people here were 
not, as a rule, in sympathy lath the convention, not 
believing in the efficacy of legi sla ti ve action • .,18 
Though the black demand for civil rights may be some-
what debatable, the legislature did react to the need for 
legislation. The original Connecticut Civil Rights Bill was 
1ntroduced by a Democrat, Representative William Noble. 19 
The Noble bill was very vague and also very weak. The b1ll 
made it unlawful for any agent of any person, corporation 
or community that enjoyed any rights, privileges or immun-
1 ties from the State -to discriminate on groULI.d of nati vi ty 
17Ibid. 
18New York Times, December 31, 1883. 
19Connect1cut, ~rnal of the House, 260, February 8, 
1884. 
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or color "in matters of rates of freights, fares or accom-
modation.,,20 The scope of this bill was apparently limited 
to the area of transporation. Section two of the bill 
states that the act only applied to civil damages and 
offered no criminal penalty.21 Since it was argued by many 
that" th-e black I),su}rJ..e a'lready' had a remedy in civil action 
for damages under common law without any legislation, this 
law (wi th a very low minimum tine of twenty-tj.ve dollars) 
would have little impact. A weak law with only civil, 
penalties may, however, have been better than no law and 
reliance on the common law remedy. Under the common law 
-the plaintiff had to prove that physical (or in some 
jurisdictions mental) injury was committed, while under the 
law only discrimination had to be proven. 
The Noble bill was referred to the Committee of the 
Judiciary which was under Republican control. Though no 
record of the Judiciary Committee's deliberations has 
survived, three "letters to the editor" in the New York 
Globe do supply some information. Hearings were held and 
members of the black community appeared before the Committee. 
Two substitute bills were 'presented by blacks to the Com-
mittee, though the substance of both are unknown. One of 
the bills was supported and possibly proposed by J. A. 
20 . Connecticut, House Bill 206 (1884), Connecticut 
State Library Legislative File. 
21Ibid. 
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Bamb1e, secretary of the "NorwIch Convention. n22 Another 
. . 23 
bill was drawn up by George T. Downing ot Rhode Island. 
William Case, Chairman of the Judiciary Committee, however, 
drew up a separate bill. The bill met the approval of the 
New York Globe's correspondent, Charles H. Thomas. He 
said: 
I ,told them ~the Judiciary Commltte~ it was a . 
people's bill and that I heartily approved of it. 
• • • I did not want a bill passed to protect me as 
a colored man but one that would protect me as a 
man, as it did other American cltlzens. 24 
The committee bill 'With one amendment changing ttinhab-
1 tant of the staten to ttperson" was presented to the House 
of Represen ta ti ves and passed on IVT..arch 25. 25 It passed the 
Senate on March 27. 26 The legislative journal did not 
report the vote, but Thom~s' letter stated that the vote 
was unanimous. 27 
The final bill was as follows: 
Every person who subjects or causes to be sub-
jected, ~ny other person to deprivation ot any 
rights, privileges, or immunities, secured or pro-
t'ected by the Constitution or laW's of this State, 
22~ew York Globe, March 29, 1884. 
23Ibid., April 19, 1884. 
24Ib1d • 
25Connecticut, Journal of the Hous~, 649, March 25, 
1884. 
26connecticut, Journal of the Senate ot the State of 
Connecticut, January Session (1884), 620, ~!arch 27, T8'E'4:-
27~ York~Glo~~, April 19, 1884 q 
on account of alienage, color or rac6 t shall be 
fined not more than one thousand dollars, or 
imprisoned not more than one year or both. 28 
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It is obvious that the federal law was not the model 
for this act. It is a broad law which seems to give a 
great deal of discretion to the 90urts. The rights, privi-
leges and immunities protected were not defined. The legis-
lature allowed the courts to define the law as/restrictively 
or liberally as they saw tit. Also by setting a high 
maximum of one thousand dollars and/or one year imprisonment 
and no minimum penalty the courts wer.e given another a.rea 
ot wlde latitude. The law was stronger than the federal 
act at least in one way, it protected "any person" and was 
not re·stricted to "any citizen. II In contrast to the Noble 
bill, the final bill imposed only criminal and no civil 
remedies. It did not, however, bar a person from proceeding 
under their common law remedy. Thus an individual could be 
prosecuted for violating the state law and also be sub-
jected to civil damages. 
The impact of the passage of the bill seems to have 
been small. The Hartford. Cou~ made no comment upon the 
bill other than that it p.assed. 29 The Hartford Times stated 
tha"t the bill passed wi thout debate and maintained, inac-
curately, that'it uis practically a copy of the U.S. 
p. 327 ~8COZUleCtiCut, .q~p.er.§J...:llatu·~es of qonne,cticut (1888). 
29 Imrtford Oourant, March 28, 1884. 
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J 
i [f.ederaJj law. 1130 The New Hav~~ Register seemed to sum-
I 
marlze the lack of interest ~n ~he bill. Under the beading 
I 
llDuller at Hartford II 1 t stated "the Senate as well as the 
House recognizes all races and IOlors ••• n31 The Senate 
concurred in the passage of the bill fixing a fine of 
I 
$1,000 or a year's imprisonmentl fbr the deprivation of any 
rights because of race or C010~.32 Though the paper failed 
J 
to understand or at least repoit that these were the maxi-
mum penalties it does seem remarkable that a Democratic 
I 
paper could so dispassionately/report such a btll. 
I 
I 
An effort was also apparently made in Rhode Island to 
I 
I 
pass a civil rights bill in 1884. It passed one house but 
I 
tailed to pass the other. 33 Tpe following year, 1885, 
I 
another effort was made to pas;s a civil rights bill for ~." 
. I 
I 
Rhode Island. Again, as in Connecticut, George Downing 
played a role in the civil ri~hts bill. He proposed a bill 
I 
and urged that the house Demo~rats support it. They did 
and the bill was passed unanitouSlY on l~rch 12.34 It 
maintained that "no person" s auld be debarred from the 
equal enjoyment of "licensed inns, public conveyances on 
3°Hartford T1me~, I~rch 28, 1884. 
31New Haven Register, ~~rch 28, 1884. 
32Ibid. 
33New York Freeman, Feb~~ary 7, 1884. 
34Ib1d ., March 21, 1885G 
.' 
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land and water or any licensed places of p~bl1c amusement 
on account of race, color or previous condition or servi-
tude. " The second section provided a civil ,penal ty of one 
hundred dollars and a cr1m~nal penalty of from ana hundred 
to rive hundred do1lars. A "jury section" was included 
which also established a one hundred to five hundred dollar 
t1ne.35 . t' 
Representative Gorman'maintained that this bill was a 
direct result ot the United States Supreme Court's decision 
that civil rights ~s a state matter, not within the juris-
diction at the federal government. 36 Representative Miller 
did not think the Negro had been deprived of his rights, 
because the State had been under the control of the "party 
which freed the colored man and gave him his civil rights" 
_ .b~t.if it were true it was ~hameful and he would support 
the bill.37 
When the bill reached the Senate that body refused to 
~ancur with the House. The Senate on April 23, against the 
wIshes of,the Judlciary Committee, amended the b1ll by 
striking out all atter the first section and thus completely 
emasculated the bill.38 Senator Eames, who presented the 
35Providenc'e Evening Bulletin, March 12, 1885. 
36Providence TIaily Journal, March 13, 1885 • 
.37Ibid. 
38providence Evenin6 Bulletin, April 23, 1885. 
Judiciary Committee's recommendations, stated that the 
provisions in the original bill were necessary, that no 
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harm could come by retaining them, and also that "the 
parties most interested" asked that the provisions be re-
ta1ned. 39 Republican Senator John Gregory responded to 
Eames. He obje~ted to the passage of the bill tljust because 
certain people had requested it.,,40 I Gregory went on to cite 
his objections to the second and third sections. He main-
tained that under the bill "the party injured could only 
get damages to the amount of $500 and his injuries might 
demand far greater damages, which he would be unable to 
claim. 1I41 1fuile the Senator was, theoretically correct, it 
would seem that more protection against discrimination was 
p?ovided by the limited civil damages clause and the more 
significant criminal provisions (which Gregory failed to 
mention) than by reliance only on the application of the 
common law remedy. Gregory also charged that the third 
It'jury" section implied that the State ot Rhode'Island had in 
the past prohibited black participation on juries, which he 
claimed was no~ true. 42 
The House refused to support this Senate version of 
the bill. A conference committee was set up consisting of 
"39Ibid. 
40Ibid .. 
4lIbid • 
42Ib1d • 
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Gregory, another Republican and a Democrat from the Senate 
and three Representatives (at least two of the three were 
Republican).43 
On the last day of the session the conference com-
mittee presented their compromise bill to the General 
Assembly. The compromise bill removed the civil damages 
and reduced the fine to a maximum of one hundred· dollars. 
Also the "jury" section "Vlas retained, but the penalty for 
violating it was reduced to a maximum fine of one hundred 
dollars. The bill in this form passed both houses. 44 
Though Connecticut's law was vague and set a high 
maximum penalty while Rhode Island's law set low maximums 
and was more clearly worded, both laws have some features 
in common. Both laws protected flall persons" and are not 
restricted to only citizens. Also, and more importantly, 
both laws are strictly criminal laws. They apply only 
criminal penalties, while not interfering with the common 
law remedy. The criminal sanctions could apply without 
interfering with the individual's right to civil damages. 
This can be contrasted to the laws of the Ohio Valley states 
of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois and'the old federal laws 
which were criminal only to a limited degree. Only if the 
1njured party did not receive civil damage could a criminal 
43Ibid • 
44Rhode Island, Public Laws of the State of Rhode 
Island (1885), p. 256. 
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proceeding take place. Though both New England laws had 
their limitations, and were not as strong as the New Jersey 
law, these Republican dominated legislaturas did strengthen 
the criminal penalty feature of the old civil rights law. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE RESPONSE IN 'THE REPUBLICAN WEST 
Five other states passed civil rights legislation 
d-u.r1ng this period. Iowa passed a ~aw in 1884 and Nebraska, 
Col. orad 0 , Minnesota and Michigan followed when their first 
hpost-d,ecisionn legislative sessions were held in 1885. 
All of these states had some characteristics in common. 
fhey were all mid-west or western states which vo~ed solidly 
Republican. They all also had extremely small black popul-
ations. l For this reason they Will be studied to try to 
determine how these states, saturated with Republican ide-
ology and not dependent upon the support of blacks to supply 
the balance of power, reacted to the striking do~m of the 
Civ1l Rights Act. 
Minnesota 
In M1nnesota~ the influential Republican paper, the 
St. Paul Pioneer Press, fully supported the decision. The 
Pioneer Press maintained that be.s1des being unwarranted by 
the Constitutiqn, the Civil Rights law l~S not and could not 
enforced. 2 The paper acknowledged after the decision was 
lU.S., Bureau of the Census, Tenth Census ot the 
United States, 1: Table XX, xxii., 
2St • Paul Pioneer Press, October 17, 1883. 
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announced that there was a need to correct the "grave 
1113ust1ces tr of racial discrimination, but it was doubtful 
tha.t anything that anything but time could cure prejudice.3 
It is doubtful if the agitation ~for a constitu-
tional amendmen~ will have strength and vitality 
anough to accomplish so complex and weighty a-
change as this. It is doubtful, too, if the direct 
pressure of legislative enactment will be so effec-
tive for the cure of t4e injustice as the gradual 
growth of a more rational and just public senti-
ment. 4 
Though Congress responded about -the way the Pioneer 
Press predicted, when the l~nnesota legislature met in 1885 
a civil rights bill was introduced- by Republican Senator 
C. D. Gilfillan. The Pioneer Pr~ss endorsed the bill 
stating that it was in the interest of the colored people 
of Minnesota. 5 
The debate on the bill was apparently lengthy.6 The 
fioneer Press briefly reported some of the substance of the 
debate. Two Republicans (Castle and Rice) voiced opposition, 
while another Republican (Hickman) maintained that tIthe race 
had a right to redress. 1t7 The bill's sponsor, Giltillan, 
IIhoped that the question would come to a .fair and square u8 
3Ib1d • 
4Ib1d • 
-SIb1d., January 28, 1885. 
6 Ibid., February 21, 1885. 
7Ibid., February 19, 1885. 
8lbid • 
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vote. Gilfillan's fear of an attempt to dodge the ques-
tion was realized in an amendment proposed by Democratic 
Senator Craig. This amendment struck out all of the bill 
after the preamble. The effort to pass this "toothless" 
declaration of principles was narrowly defeated t seventeen 
to thirteen. Though the action on this amendment was not 
recorded in the Senate Journal the Pioneer Press maintained 
that "party distinctions were not apparent.,,9 The bill was 
then voted upon. The roll-call indicates that the vote 
divided basically along party lines with Republicans sup-
porting it twenty-five to three, while the Democrats opposed 
it seven to two. lO If the l1pneer Press was correct in its 
comments on the Craig Amendment, the roll-call would sug-
gest ~hat several Republicans would have preferred to have 
the bill be only a mild and general declaration of prin~. 
ciple. When the question was, however, should there be a 
civil rights act, they voted aye. The b1ll then went to the-
House of Representatives where it passed overwhelmingly 
(though the voting was light), fifty-nine to six. The bill 
received about the same percentage of each party's vote. l1 
9I bid. 
lOMinnesota, Journal of the Senate of the 24th Session 
of the Legislature of the State of plinnesota (1985), 331, 
February 21, 1885. 
IlMlnnesota, Journal of the House of Reuresentatives of 
the 24th Session of the Legislature of the 'State of lfinne=---
sota (1885), 606, March 5, la850 
-
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The Pi.oneer Press stated that the bi11 was "an exact 
copy of the Ohio law,1t but an examination of the ~nnesota 
law shows this not to be the case.12 It was very s1~1lar 
in general form and had the same list- of protected r1ghts'-
but there were major as well as minor changes. One major' 
change was in the penalt1es imposed. The Ohio law bad a 
maximum criminal penalty of a one hundred dollar fine, 
while Minnesota had a minimum one hundred dollar and a max-
1mum five hundred dollar fine. -Also Ohio's law called for 
a marlmum thirty days imprisonment, while Minnesota again 
established that as its minimum with a one year maximum. 
The ¥~nnesota law, however, did forbid applying both the 
fine and the imprisonment. The Minnesota law was only a 
criminal law, no civil penalties were imposed so the common 
law remedy was still applicable. 13 . 
Though some Senators approached the law with a degree 
of reluctance, the bill that they passed was stronger than 
the Ohio model. It was stronger because a minimum fine or 
1mprisonme71t was established and because criminal prosecution 
could be sought without affecting the possibility of ob-
taining civil relief (under the common law remedy). 
l2St • Paul Pioneer Press, January 28, 1885. 
131111nnesota, Special Law's of the State of Minnesota 
(1885), p. 295. 
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Michigan 
The Michigan newspapers surveyed also supported the 
Supreme Court's decision th~ugh they seemed to address 
themselves more squarely to the black man's situation. The 
Saginaw- Co~rier suggested that the blacks were better off 
without the law, but it they insisted that they needed one 
they should pressure the state legislature rather than 
abuse the Supreme aourt.14 The Detroit News and Times 
ma1ntained that the black "resentment is natural, but it is 
not reasonable. u15 It stated n ••• every average lawyer 
not blinded by partisanship has been able to see that the 
sentiment at the civil !ights bill is not to be found any 
where in the fundament~l law."16 The Republican Detroit 
Post and Tribune expressed regret but supported the C~urt's 
decision. The civil rights law expressed the "intent and 
purpose of the nation ••• but this 'intent and purpose of' 
the nation' had not been expressed within the scope of the 
-Fourteenth Anlendment. ,,17 The Post and Tribune went on to 
~ry to show that such a law was now unnecessary. 
Possibly it may be as well tor the colored people 
that it should now be brushed aside. They [the 
Negr~ have grown strong, and do-not need it. They 
have asserted their manhood in better ways than by 
14Saginaw' Courier, October 25, 1883. ' 
15Detroit News and Times, October 17, 1883. 
16Ib1d • 
17Detro1t Post and Tribune, October 16, 1883. 
virtue of an act of congress and have attained a 
dignity which will hardly demand the protection of 
special legislation. lo 
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There was a general lack of interest, however, on the 
part of the press when the Michigan civil rights bill, 
which had been introduced by Republican Representative 
Dickson on January 28, 1885, was tfnally acted upon by the 
legislature. For example, the Lansing Republic8l1, a 
staunchly partisan paper, had nothing to say about the bill. 
The ,bill, as originally proposed, was identical to 
the Ohio law of 1884 with the exception that the preamble 
and the proviso at the end of section two were deleted. 
The bill was debated in the House on April 17. Besides the 
opposition of at least one gentleman on purely racist 
grounds (i.e. liThe qed who created the races had made the 
distinctions and all the legislation in the world could not 
remove it") the debate centered on the civil penalties. 19 
O. N. Case stated that his only grounds for opposition was 
the forfeiture of one hundred dollars established in the 
bill. II{Thio/ was a a.irect incentive to litigation and 
would be against public policy. H20 The bill should be placed 
on the same footing as the criminal laws, 1nth penalties of 
fine and imprisonment in Casels view g When Dickson alleged 
that the law ~~s the same as the Ohio law, Representative 
18Ibido, October 18, 1883. 
29petroi t New;? and, Time .. s, April 17, 1885. 
20Ibid • 
1.10 
Parkhurst disagreed. Parkhurst stated that the Ohio law 
contained a proviso barring a criminal proceeding it civil 
damages were received. I~Suc,h alternatives were common 1n 
penal statutes. n2l Though nothing more was reported in the 
press, the point must have been well received because a 
change was made. Instead, however, of adding the proviso, 
" 
and weakening the criminal provisions, the civil penalties 
were removed from the bill. 22 The bill in this amended 
form easily passed the House fifty-six to four. 23 On May 
24 27 the bill passed the Senate without' opposition. 
Co~orado was also one at the states passing a civil 
rights act in 1885. Civil rights seems not to have been a 
question of much concern to the press of Colorado. The 
Civil Fights Cases Decision of 1883 and the state civil 
rights bill of 1885 were only reported briefly and factually 
by the press studied. Some interest must have been gener-
ated in the state, however, because several petitions were 
presented to the legislature advocating'the passage of the 
2lIbid. 
221~ch1gan, Public Acts of tne Leg;slature of th~ 
State of r·1i chigan T1885}, p. 131. 
23Michigan, Journal of the Bouse of Representatives of 
the State of 1.fi. chigan "{188S), 1: 1103, April 17, 1985. 
24M1chigan, Journal of the Senate of the State of 
Michigan (1885), 1: 1056, May 27, 1885. 
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b111.25 Though the bill received a long discussion by the 
legislature, it passed with practically no opposition. 26 
!he bill was passed in the Senate twenty-two to one on 
April 1, 1885. 27 It then passed in the House thirty-nine 
to one on April 3. 28 
An examination of the bill shows that it generally 
used the same phraseology as the federal act (via Ohio) 
though the preamble and "jury" se,Qtion were excluded. A 
'maximum five hundred dollars and/or three months imprison-
ment, in the discretion ot the court t vms established. As 
was the case in some other states, no civil penalties were 
imposed, making the law strictly a criminal law. 29 One 
other, very remarkable change was made in the law while 1t 
was in committee. Saloons were deleted from the enumeration 
in the first section and in its place was ~laced churches.30 
Including churches, a feature too controversial for the 
federal law in 1875, would seem to be a subject that could 
25Colorado Snrings Gazette, March 6, 1885; Ib1d., 
March 13 t 1885; Colorado, Senate Journal of the General 
Assembly, Fifth Session (1886), 997, March 18, 1885. 
26Pueblo Chief ton, April 4, 1885. 
27Colorado, Senate Journal, 1507, April 1, 1885. 
28Colorado, House Journal of the General Assembly of 
the State of Colorado (1886), 1933, April 3, 1885. 
I 
29001orado, Laws :assed at the Fifth Session of the 
General Assembly of the Sta te' of Colorad .. 9.. (1885), p. 132. 
30Colorado, Sena te ,Tournal, 997, March 18, 1885. 
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have generated a great .. deal of interest, but no evidence of 
much concern was found. The Colorado civil rights law 
apparently became law with little opposition. 
Iowa. had long had a good reputation in civil rights 
matters * In 1868 the IIClark Rule" was established when the 
Iowa Supreme Court in Clark v. Board of Directors inter-
preted a state statute requir~ng that all children be 
entitled to the privilege of attending common schools to 
mean that school boards had no power to establish separate 
schoo1s. 31 This rule was reaffirmed by the Iowa high court 
in 1875 in two cases, Smith v. Director of Keokuk and Dove 
v. Keokuk Board of Education. 32 In the field of public 
accommodations the Iowa Supreme Court was responsible tor 
one of the strongest decisions in opposition to the 
"separate but equa1 tt rule. In this 1873 case, Coger v. 
Northwest Union Packet Co., the Court ruled that to deny a 
black woman a seat at the ttladies table U of a common carrier 
vas contrary to the 1866 Civil Rights Act (i.e. right to 
contract), common law and the laws of Christianity.33 
With this type of legal history it would seem that 
31Clark v. Board of'Directors, 24 Iowa 266 (1868). 
32Smith v. Directors of Keokuk, 40 Iowa 518 (1875); 
Dove v. Keokuk Board of Education, 41 Iowa 689 (1875). 
33Coger v. Northwest Union Packet Co., 37 Iowa 145 
(1873) • 
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iowa's reaction to the Civil Rights Cases decision would be 
strong. The Counc~l Bluffs Nonpareil, a strongly partisan 
iapnblican newspaper, supported the Supreme Court. 34 It 
a1so denounced the black leaders who were blaming the 
Supreme Court ~nd the Republican party of depriving th~m of 
their rights. 35 Though the Nonpareil believed the Civil 
I Bights Act to be unconstitutional,. it did see a need to 
protect civil rights. 
We believe however in the principle of the civil 
rights law. It may be unconstitutional for con-
gress to meddle with the social status of the people 
v1thin the states, but it is to be hoped that the 
republicans in every commonwealth, where the negro 
is deprived of his legal rights, will insist upon 
the passage of a civil rights law: that however 
should be done by the states and not by congress. 36 
'i'h11e the Nonpareil supported the .Supreme Court IS posi tion, 
another Republican paper, the Keokuk Daily Gate Citl ex-
pressed the strongest opposition to the decision of any 
vhite paper examined. The Gate City sarcastically commented 
that the Supreme Court said it was "no badge of slavery to 
refuse a colored man a square meal. ,'.37 The paper thought 
the decision would make civil rights a political issue dur-
ing the 1884 Presidential campaign and maintained that 
Negroes would have to organize themselves and become an 
34Council Bluffs Nonpareil, October 17, 1883. 
35Ibid., October 24, 188~. 
36Ibid ., October 30, 1883. 
37Keokuk Daily Gate Oity, October 16, 1883. 
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independent political torce.38 The onlr Democratic paper 
examined, the Davenport Democrat, had little to say about 
the decision. 
The Governor of Iowa, Buren Sherman, in his inaugural 
address called for state action to fill the void created by 
the overturning of the federal law: 
It it be true that the several acts of congress 
respecting this all important matter ~civil right~ 
are not upheld by the courts and that because state 
action in denial of the application of the principle 
to all its citizens is first necessary to authorize 
the national government to affirmatively interfere, 
then I am in favor of such legislation in our own 
state as Will secure these rights to every class of 
our citizens and determine their status beyond all 
question or doubt.39 
The legislature did respond quickly. On January 22, 
1884 Colonel Ballingale, a Democrat, introduced a civil 
rights bill in the Iowa House. 40 !he following day Repub-
lican Senator Miles introduced another civil rights bill 
into the Senate .41 The Council Bluffs Nonpareil while not 
mentioning the Miles bill, spoke of the)Ballingale bill in a 
very partisan manner. "Colonel Ballingale of the Iowa House 
is seeking political renown. u42 Reacting to the Iowa State 
38Ib1d., October 17, 1883. 
39"Governor Buren Sherman's Inaugural Address,tJ ~­
oil Bluffs Nonpareil, January ~9, 1884. 
40Iowa , Bill No.4, House File, Twentieth General 
Assembly, Iowa State Department of History and Archives. 
41Iowa , Journal of the Senate of the Twentieth General 
~ssemblY of the State of Ibwa (1884), 42, January 23, 1884, 
p. 42. 
42Council Bluffs ~onparei~, January 24, 1884. 
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Leader',s statement that lias usual, when any good thing is 
to be done the democrats are ahead," the Nonpareil replied 
nif they are ahead it's the first time •••• 1t43 
The Ballingale bill was a direct copy of the preamble 
and the first two sections of the federal law with the ex-
ception that the proviso at the end of section two was 
dropped. 44 The Miles bill was very similar to the federal 
with the exception that "citizen" was changed to the less 
, restri'cti ve tfperson, It though the bill was entitled "An act 
to protect all citizens in their civil and legal rights."45 
Both bills were amended in committee. 46 The amendments to 
the House bill are unknown, but the Senate bill was signifi-
~antly changed. The civil punishment provision was dropped 
and the amended bill failed to set a specific penalty 
stating only that the person be IJdeemed guilty of a misde-
meanor. tt47 Senator Miles m.oved to insert t'barber shops II 
into the list of protected accommodations. 48. This was 
43Ib1d • 
~owa, Bill No.4, House File. 
45Iowa, Bill No. 11, Senate File, Twentieth General 
Assembly, Iowa State Department of History and Archives. 
46 Iowa, No.4, House File; Iowa, Journal of the 
Senate, Fe bruary 29, 1884, p. 246,. • 
47Iowa, Public Laws of the Twentieth General Assembl~ 
of the State of Iowa (1884), p. 107. 
48Iowa, Journal of the Senate, 443, March 22, 1884. 
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adopted. The bill passed the Republican controlled Senate 
thirty-two to zero on March 22.49 On March 25, the bill 
l~se unanimously ~assed the House (where the Republicans 
had a-small majority).59 With the Miles bill passed, the 
other civil rights bill was indefinitely postponed on 
March 27 • 
. fae Iowa press that was surveyed had lit~le to 3ay 
about the law •. The Keokuk Daily Gate City only mentioned 
that the bill had passed.5~ The Council Bluffs Nonpareil 
only briefly stated that the bill had passed the Senate, 
adding 1~correctly that the bill provided "a beavy fine for 
v101at1ons. n52 The Daven,port Gazette carried a short edi-
torial praising the passage of the bi11. 53 The Iowa civil 
rights law seems to have generated little opposition or 
even interest. 
N'ebrask,?-
Though the Iowa citizenry (as reflected by the news-
papers examined) apparently showed little interest in their 
49Ibid. 
50Iowa , Journal of the House of Representatives of the 
Twentieth General Assembly of the State of Iowa (1884), 514, 
March 25, 1884. 
51 Keokuk Daily Gate C1tl, March 23, 1884; Ibid., }mrch 
26, 1884. 
52Councll Bluffs NonDare~l, March 22, 1884. 
53paven~ort Gazette, ~mrch 22, 1884. 
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c1Yi1 rights law, the law must have attracted the interest 
of some legislators in Iowa's neighboring state ot Nebraska. 
A bill almost identical to the Iowa law was introduced into 
the Xebraska House ot Representatives.on February'4, 1885 
b.J Republican John Wright. 54 The only significant differ-
ence was that the Nebraska bill established a tine of from 
twenty-five to two hundred dollars plus the cost of the 
prosecution. 55 Two weeks later on February 20 the Committee 
on Federal Relations reported the bill favorably.56 On 
February 25 it passed the overwhelmingly Republican House 
lmanimously.57 The bill was presented to the Senate (also 
strongly Republican) and the tollowing day referred to the 
Oommittee on M1scellaneous Subjects. The Committeels 
deliberations must have been rather brief, because the b11l 
was reported that afternoon. 58 The bill passed unanimously' 
on March 4, 1885. 59 
the 
492, 
Memorials 
Nebraska 
56Nebraska, House Journal, 961, February 20, 1885. 
57Ibid ., February 25, 1885, 1023. 
58Nebraska, Senate Journal of the La slature 
State of Nebraska, Nineteenth Regular Session 
February 26, lS85. 
59NebraSka, penate Journal, 644, March 4, 1885. 
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As was the case in the Iowa law, the title of the 
Act referred to the protection of citizens while the body 
of the law referred to "all persons within the Stata. 1f60 
!his proved to be a limiting factor. In a 1889 case, 
Messenger v. State of Nebraska, an attempt to apply this 
1av to a barber was thrown out. An unanimous Nebraska 
Supreme Court ruled very narrowly that the purpose of the 
bill was in the title and though the authority of the state 
1egis~ature to prohibit discrimination was undoubted, the 
remedy must be denied because it was not alleged and proven 
that the 'plaintiff was a c1t1zen. 6l 
The five mid-western and western Republican states ot 
Minnesota, nftchigan, Iowa, Nebraska and Colorado passed 
civil rights legislation with little apparent controversy, 
opposition, or even interest. The lack of controversy may 
have been due to a general acceptance of the idea ot inte-
grated facilities or to the belief that this was a general 
statement of principle of little practical significance. It 
~oes not seem likely that the legislators in these states 
acted tor solely the political reason of appealing to black 
voters, because there were few black voters and these voters 
could not sway the outcome of most elections. It seems more 
reasonable that the legislators were acting out of an 
60Nebraska, ~, p. 363. 
6lMessenger v. State of Nebraska, 41 N.W. 638 (1889). 
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~deo1ogica1 commitment that the state should go on record 
as maintaining that certain discriminatory policies were 
criminal. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
Ia evaluating all the material available oonoerning 
the issue of civil rights in the 1883 to 1885 period the 
feature that is very evident is the laok ot press interest 
in the issue. If the press can be used as a guide, civil 
rights legislation generated little controversy. The exam-
ination of the press in regard to the United states Supreme 
Court decision on the Civil Rights Cases showed that, in 
the states studied, the Supreme Court's opinion had over-
yhelmlng press support. The only exceptions were the black 
press and the Keokuk Daily Gate City. Several Republican 
papers expressed regret over the decision and feared the 
consequences of it, but they had no disagreement with the 
1egal logic of Justice Bradley. 
While most papers agreed that the question was a state 
matter~ when their state legislatures responded with such 
legislation, the press gave it little, if any, coverage. In 
several instances the meager coverage included inaccurate 
information. The poor quality and quantity of i~tormation 
seems to indicate that the press did not feel the issue 
warranted the type of deeper'coverage which was given to the 
'more burning issues of the day. 
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The degree of press coverage was also exhibited in 
the three Negro newspapers examined. Though these papers 
bad a great deal to say about the striking down of the 
'Civil Rights Act and numerous other questions affecting 
blaok people, they too had little to say about the states' 
action in passing civil rights legislation. The Cleveland 
Gazette only referred to the action of the state of Ohio 
which, though viewed as better than nothing, was seen as a 
weak, politically motivated effort. The Washington Bee, 
which was at the time (February, 1884) a strongly partisan 
Republican paper, stated th~t it viewed such leglslation 
very skeptically. 
The Democratic legislatures are passing civil 
rights bills as amendments to the blunders made by 
the Supreme Court • • • It is well for the colored 
people to guard against these recent democratic 
measures, as there will be all kinds of inducements 
to capture the colored vote. There will be measures 
introduced that will look as plausible as the prin-
ciples of the Republican party which we know to be 
bait.l 
The IIl egislatures" that the ~ was referring to probably 
was only Ohio (though it also could have included New Jersey 
where the Democracy controlled one house. While the ]!! 
maintained that these "bills" were insincere and politically 
motivated, it went on to suggest that all such legislation 
was unnecessary. 
We don1t ask for social equality. We know that 
social equality cannot be forced by legislation, and 
lWashlngton Bee, February 16, 1884. 
all we ask is that we be given recognition accord-
ing to merit. We ask for protection of the negro 
in the South. We ask for aid to educate the poor 
and half fed negro in the South. Give us this and 
let social equality work out its own destiny.2 
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Even T. Thomas Fortune in his newspaper the New York Globe 
(later called the Freeman and later still, the Age) had 
little to say about the civil rights legislation which was 
enacted. On April 15, 1884 the Globe mentioned the passage 
of the Connecticut law and then went on to state its pos-
1tion in regard to such legislation. 
This adds one more to the number of states which 
have adopted special legislation to secure to all 
classes of citizens common rights. While special 
legislation is to be deprecated on general prin-
ciples, yet, if it is deemed necessary in order to 
place any class of citizens on an equal plane ot 
citizenship with their fellows, it is manifestly 
proper that such legislation should be enacted by 
the sovereign States, as the general government has 
been proved a nullity in that respect.3 
It is interesting to note that both Chase and Fortune 
seem to have accepted (at least to some degree) the old 
shibboleths of the opponents of civil rights legislation. 
These were phrases "social equality" and "special legis-
l.ation." These bills were not designed to- toster "social 
equa11ty~" They had nothing to do with one individual's 
private bigotries and superstitions. They were designed to 
strengthen the commitment to equality before the law by 
. outlawing some public dis'crimina tj on policies. Also it is 
2Ibid • 
3New York Globe, April 5, 1884. 
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difficult to see how such bills could have been labeled 
"special" or ttclass legislation" when no lIclass tl was 
~eterred to in any of the bills. These terms still, how-
ever~ were parrotted over and over again. 
The lack of interest in this legislation shown by the 
press a~so seems to have been present in the black com-
munity. Blacks generally reacted bitterly to the Supreme 
Court's civil rights decision and believed that they had 
been betrayed. Some of these same people, however, reacted 
very little to the efforts of the states to protect civil 
ri,ghts. This lack ot interest may have been nothing new. 
On December 29, 1883 the New York Globe mentioned what it 
called the little known New York Civil Rights Act (passed in 
1873). The paper stated that "it may be that not one out of 
every ten colored people in this state are aware of it.,,4 
This lack of interest may have been due to the fact that it 
was felt that the laws were insignificant because at the low 
penalties imposed (as was the view expressed in the pages 
of the Cleveland Gazette in regard to the Ohio law). While 
these laws were significant in principle, they may have 
felt that they were of little practical value to the blacks. 
Also it was probably well understood by black leaders that 
great difficulties were involved in getting the laws under-
stood by their fellow blacks and also in getting indictments 
4rbid., December 24, 1883. 
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and convictions under these laws. 
In addition, like most Americans of the time, there 
was probably wide acceptance of the view that government 
could exert only limited power over society. The Negro 
reaction (or lack of reaction) may also be seen as part of 
a transformation of Negro thought, resulting from both the 
tenor of the time and the general feeling of black disil-
lusionment over the course of events after emancipation. 
As was suggested in some ot the remarks of black leaders 
presented in this paper, the older ideals of political 
action., assimilation, and equality were giving way to self-
belp, racial solidarity and economic advancement (a course 
which led to Booker Washington). 
Though Americans may have been moving away from the 
ideals of the Reconstruction Era, the passage of eleven new 
civil rights laws shows that these ideals were not dead. 
According to modern standards these statutes reflect a 
rather mild commitment. In the degree at the penalties 
imposed only New Jersey's law equaled that of the old tederal 
law. Eight of these states' laws, however, were clearly 
criminal laws, while the federal law and laws of Ohio, 
Indiana'and Illinois were only criminal laws if civil dam-
ages were not won. The states where criminal laws were 
established were the politically balanced state of New Jersey 
and the seven Republican dominated states of Connecticut, 
Rhode Island, Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska and 
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Colorado. Though this would seem to be more than a coin-
cident. it is ditficul t t.o determine any clear significance 
to these Republican laws. They (at least partially react-
1ng to the cries ot "social equality") may have been trying 
to make it clear that such discrimination was a crime 
directed against the state and all her citizens, and not 
just against individuals. 
,. 
!bese laws were passed in response to the Supreme 
Court1s overruling of the Civil Rights Act of 1875. Though 
the bLack press was little impressed with the legislatures' 
handiwork, the evidence seems to show that one of the 
motivations for passage at these laws was the desire to 
satisfy black grievances. This is particularly true in the 
states where the Democrats were strong enough to challenge 
the Republican party. Three Democratic papers, the Cleve-
land Plain Dealer, the Cincinnati Enquirer and the Kokomo 
Dispatch were eager to use the civil rights issue to try to 
strengthen their party's position with the black people. 
fhe Republican press, on the other hand, otten tried to 
d~seaunt the Democratic commitment on the issue. The 
reported comments on the debates and the recorded roll-call 
votes on related issues show that many Democrats voiced and 
voted in opposition to civil rights, but were reluctant to 
vote against the final passage of the bills. The tact that 
many Democrats exerted such an effort to appeal to black, 
voters would seem to be important. Instead of being 
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dedicated to strengthening their party by efforts to remove 
the Negro from the political scene, they engaged in a 
campaign to win these voters trom the domination of Repub-
11can party. The Negro was not ignored by the northern 
po11 t1cians in the 1880 ',s. 
'A1l Democrats were not, however, motivated by only 
political considerations. Several Democrats such as Hoadly 
of Ohio, Abbett and Armitage of New Jersey, Dill and Haynes 
ot I~1nois, and Thompson of Indiana seemed to show through 
their actions and words that they were sincere states-rights 
men who believed they had a responsibility to protect 
citizens I rights. There were probably numerous other men 
vho thought similarly but whose motives are lost because of 
~he scarcity at records. 
!hQugh the Republican party was also concerned with 
partisan considerations (as witnessed in the New Jersey l s 
Sena.te a.ction on the Armitage bill) the spirit of the old 
Radical Republican ideological commitment to equality before 
the law was consistently maintained by words and deeds in 
~e legislatures. The fact that five of these Republican 
states passing th'e civil rights law had less than a one per-
cent black population is significant. The laws were of 
11ttle political significance and were probably passed 
solely, as Governor Sherman of Iowa said, U[to resolve the 
l~ 
quest1Q~ beyond all question or doubt. ,,5 The rapid pas-
sage of eleven civil rights laws in the wake of the Supreme 
Court Civil Rights Cases decision shows that the ideals of 
the "Reconstruction Era" were not completely forgotten by 
the politicians of the 1880's. Also the Negro in the 1880's 
~s not completely. erased as a political force in America. 
America may have entered what John Hope Franklin has called 
th~ R~ong dark night" of race relations, but at least a 
fl1cker ot light still remained. 
i~ • 
5Council Bluffs Nonpareil, January 19, 1884. 
/ 
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